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Abstract 

 

Public transportation stands a very important role in the modern society. It solves many 

transportation problems, reduces the negative impacts of motor vehicles to the 

environment, and brings benefit and mobility to everyone. Public transportation models 

are used in urban area transit networks in order to predict the future impacts of the 

traffic policy and changes. Models in public transportation simulation are extensively 

studied in the literature, but very few have compared all the available models to a traffic 

data to find which model is the most accurate one in simulating a transit network.  

This study provides an overview of some of the available approaches in public 

transportation modeling, describes how they work by both theoretical review and 

examples. On the analysis, the modeling results from each model are compared with the 

Stockholm traffic data. The Stockholm traffic data of average weighted travel time, 

travel distance, in-vehicle travel distance and number of transfers are extracted from 

the RES05/06 survey data. The model which provides modeling outputs with least root 

mean square error compared to the survey data is found. This study could give an initial 

suggestion for the same type of transit modeling in choosing the appropriate model and 

finding the direction for calibrating the parameter settings through our proposed 

comparison measures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

Public transportation is believed to be an effective solution for the congestion and 

emission problems of modern transport. A small increase in the use of public transit 

would result in a significant impact on the air quality. A traveller using bus instead of 

driving his/her own car would generates on average 95 percent less carbon monoxide, 

92 percent less volatile organic compounds and 50 percent less carbon dioxide and 

nitrogen oxide (US Department of Energy, 2002). Therefore, the more passengers using 

public transportation, the lower the emissions are released into the air. Public 

transportation also helps reducing traffic congestion. It has a great potential of reducing 

the density of vehicles by transiting more passengers per vehicle. While most car trips 

are by a single driving traveller, a bus could carry 20-30 people on average and a train 

could take hundreds of cars of the road. Public transportation is not only reducing 

congestion, but also reducing the needs of constructing more roads.  

Public transportation is also believed to be significantly safer for travellers. Public 

transportation provides well-trained drivers, well-built vehicles, better managed 

systems and sometimes separated right-of-way to passengers compared to private 

car/2-wheelers transport. According to European Transport Safety Council (2003), on 

the average traveller trip in the EU, a bus travel exposes to a 10 times lower fatality risk 

than a car travel. 

The future impact of public transportation’s infrastructure investment and traffic 

management can be effectively predicted by using public traffic modeling. A transit 

assignment model is a combination of mathematical algorithms which represent the 

variety of travellers’ decisions and their impact to the traffic system. Transit assignment 

modeling could facilitate objective, accurate and well-timed managing decisions from 

traffic managers. On the other hand, it also helps accessing future traffic problems, 

understanding potential issues and their solutions and evaluating the impacts of the 

proposed countermeasures. Transit assignment models could, for example, forecast 

what will happen if the public transport system is upgraded or the demand is changed, 

so that the planners could test the appropriate decisions. Therefore, a transit 

assignment model which could effectively simulate the public transportation network is 

very important to every country.  

1.2. Problems Statement 

While the different models for headway-based modeling have been extensively 

researched in literature, only a few studies compared them in terms of comparing the 

life observations to the modeling results. Very few studies in the literature gave 

suggestions of which is the most accurate model in simulating a large scale network. 

Therefore, some concise, robust measures need to be proposed to compare the models’ 

outputs with a life observations data. The results of the comparison could give an initial 

suggestion of the best model for the large scale of modeling. 
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1.3. Transit assignment models  

This study will focus on public transportation assignments modeling. Models of the 

public transport supply and demand are part of most national and regional models for 

traffic simulation. A public transport assignment model usually consists of a demand 

and a supply part. The demand and supply can, and is, in many cases computed in 

separate computational procedures, where the procedure iterates between a supply and 

a demand calculation process. The demand estimations are treated as an input to the 

supply simulation. The demand part estimates the number of passengers start their 

journeys from each origin to the each destination, and the supply part estimates how 

the passengers are divided into each travel routes from their origin to their destination. 

In order to simulate the utilization of the supply, a number of different simulation 

strategies can be used. Several algorithms have been developed to simulate the line 

choice of passengers, in order to find the share of demand over each transit line as well 

as travel and waiting times of the travellers. In general, transit assignments procedures 

can be classified into 2 main types. 

- Headway-based (or line-based, frequency-based) procedures calculate the 

transfer wait time at a transfer stop from the lines’ headways. Each transit line is 

considered as a sequence of transit stops, through their in-vehicle travel time 

between each stop and the frequency of their transit vehicles (Friedrich and 

Wekeck, 2002). The headway-based procedures by default do not consider the 

co-ordination of the lines by timetable, but aims to model the passengers’ 

decision of route choices based on their knowledge on the in-vehicle travel time 

of each line and the headways of transit vehicles. These procedures are suitable 

for urban public transportation modeling with short headways and for long term 

conceptual planning. The arrival of the passengers to the transit stop is usually 

assumed to be uniformly distributed.  

- Timetable-based (or schedule-based) procedures consider the exact timetable of 

arrival and departure time of each line. These procedures are suitable for 

networks with long headways and coordination of the time schedule of the lines 

is important for transfers, for example rural and railway networks. Most of the 

existing algorithms may use some kind of shortest-path algorithm which 

consider the optimal route between the origin and destination zones for a given 

departure time (Friedrich and Wekeck, 2002; Florian, 1999; Tong and Wong, 

1999). It is assumed that the travel and transfer times are computed from the 

timetable, and the traveller choose their access time according to the departure 

of the first transit line. 

1.4. Scope of study 

This study focuses on the simulation of the supply utilization, the “network assignment” 

part of urban public transportation networks. The study area is metropolitan area, in 

which travel trips are within the 100 km range and high frequency of the transit lines. 

Therefore, the headway-based procedures will be the models of interest in this study. 

This study only focuses on the time related factors of the total generalized travel cost, 
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which means the transit fare is always assumed to be zero. The studied time is between 

6:00 to 9:00 AM. The comparison of the modeling results to the transit network data 

will focus on the Stockholm public transportation network. No congestion effect is taken 

into consideration in this study, it means the bus capacity is assumed to be unlimited 

and there is also no traffic congestion. 

1.5. Aims of study 

The aims of this project are to evaluate and compare the results from some main 

possible different modeling approaches. The mathematical algorithms of different types 

of models will be studied by their theoretical overview and examples. The modeling 

results of large scale and medium scale of  Stockholm network by each model will be 

analyzed and compared to find the one which is most analogous with the  transit 

network. The comparison will be made both with respect to the theoretical aspects, as 

well as practical aspects in terms of results and similarities to observed trips.  

The following aims of study led us to the two research questions: 

Research question 1: “What are main approaches of public transportation modeling?” 

Research question 2: “Which model is the one which could provide the closest modeling 

results to the Stockholm traffic data?”  

1.6. Planned tasks 

The study will cover the following tasks: 

 Construct some small scale public transport network models in Visum that can 

be used to exemplify the input and output and results from the modeling 

systems.  

 Make a complete and clear presentation of the methodologies used in the 

algorithms. From the description, the aspects or “selection of first stop”, 

“attractive routes”, “switching times” are clearly defined and described for each 

of the algorithms. The description shall include explanations of how the 

statistical distributions are used and how the influence they results.  

 Design aggregate evaluation measures that can be used for comparing results 

from the different modeling systems. The measures may be used for the 

complete network or on a subset of the network. The measures may cover line 

flow, waiting and/or switching, or combinations of these. 

 Evaluate the results from the constructed small scale network models using the 

evaluations measures. Perform sensitivity analyses on the models and evaluate 

the results. 

 Gather information on parameters settings for the models from the regional 

model of Stockholm in Visum. Evaluate the sensitivity to the parameter settings 

in both the small scale and the large scale scenario. 
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 Study the definition and quality of the interview that are available. Adjust or 

modify the evaluation measures such that the results from the model can be 

compared to the interview and count data. 

 Apply an evaluation measure for comparing the results from the different 

network assignment techniques and analyze how the measure may be used for 

calibrating the model parameter settings. 

 The conclusions from the study shall be regarding the theoretical differences and 

similarities between the models that can be used in Visum, measures that can be 

used for evaluating the results from the models, and results from comparing 

output data from the models and survey and count data.  

The data available is: 

 The regional public transport for Stockholm. The model is created by SL – 

Stockholm local traffic and it is a model in the Visum macrosimulation program. 

The model consists of all public transportation networks in the Stockholm urban 

areas. The parameters in the model are set as default value and it could be run on 

any chosen modeling approaches in Visum.  

 Survey data from the RES2005/2006 travel survey. The data related to public 

transportation is extracted from the survey data. The travel time, travel distance, 

in-vehicle travel distance and number of transfer data are used for comparing 

with the modeling results.  

 GIS-maps of the Stockholm region, including maps of the public transport lines. 

The maps include the two zone definitions used in the RES2005/2006-data 

(SAMS) and in the regional Sampers model and the (SAMS), and the zone 

definition SL model (modified SAMS, often called SL-VIPS-zones). 

1.7. Outline 

This report consists of 6 chapters. After this introduction, the literature review in 

second chapter describes the theoretical framework of the studied models. In the third 

chapter, some more complicated examples when we apply with the models and a 

sensitivity analysis of the models parameter in Visum are analyzed. The third chapter 

introduces the available  observation data which will be used in the analysis of this 

study. The fifth chapter is the analysis of the applications of the four models on the 

Stockholm public transport network. The proposed evaluation measures will be applied 

for comparing the results from the different modeling approaches and analyze how we 

can use the measure in the calibration process of the model parameter settings. The last 

chapter discusses the study findings from the examples and comparisons.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE MODELING APPROACHES 

The transit simulation models are extensively studied in the literature. The headway-

based transit assignment has been studied by several authors in the past (e.g. Jansson 

and Hasseltröm, 1992; Spiess and Florian, 1989; Friedrich and Wekeck, 2002; Gentile, 

Nguyen and Pallottino, 2005). The similarity between all the proposed models of those 

authors are the assumption that all the travellers choose a strategy that minimize their 

total generalized  travel cost and the passengers’ arrival to the bus stops are uniformly 

distributed.  The total generalized travel cost is the sum of the weighted value of travel 

time, wait time, transfer time and the total transit fare cost it takes the traveller to travel 

from his/her origin to the desired destination. The differences between the models are 

the range of information of the bus line they provide to the travellers. The detailed 

descriptions, the formulations as well as other assumptions of each model will be 

described in this section. In this study, 4 main types of approaches which cover mostly 

all different assumptions and formulations will be analyzed. 

- The Optimal Strategies model was described by a number of authors such as Spiess 

and Florian (1989), Nguyen and Pallottino (1988) or Wu, Florian & Marcotte (1994). 

It assumes that the passengers have no more information than the headways and in-

vehicle travel time of the lines. The waiting time for each vehicle of a line is assumed 

to be exponentially distributed. 

- The Constant interarrival time times (i.e. the time gap between two buses of the same 

bus line) model, which was described in Gentile et al. (2005) and Nökel & Wekeck 

(2007), also assumes no additional information for the transit riders, but considers 

that each line i has an deterministic, or uniformly distribution of the waiting time for 

each transit vehicle (instead of exponential distributed as in the Optimal Strategies 

model) (2nd case). This model is referred in many articles such as Gentile et al. (2005) 

and Nökel & Wekeck (2007) as the Constant headways model. 

- The Elapsed time model assumes that the interarrival time of the lines are also 

constant (uniformly distributed), but the passengers can keep track of how long they 

have been waiting and the elapsed time until the next transit vehicle will arrive.  The 

model was explained in Billi et al. (2004) and Gentile et al. (2005). 

- The Random departure time model also assumes constant headways of the lines, but 

timetables are available at the bus stops. There are some variances of this model in 

which the range of information for travellers are slightly different, but the timetables 

are always available when the passengers reached the bus stops. This model was 

described in Gentile et al. (2005), Visum 10.0 User Manual (2007) and Larsen (2010) 

Among the models which will be studied in this section, the later provide more 

information on the lines to the travellers than the previous. While in the Optimal 

Strategy and Constant Interarrival time, there is no additional information than the 

expected headways and in-vehicle time of the lines. The Elapsed time and Random 

Departure Time provide the on-line information, with the remaining wait time until the 

bus come in the Elapsed model and the exact departure times of the buses in the 

Random Departure Time. Hence, theoretically, if we provide the travellers more 
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information of the transit lines, it should facilitate the travellers to choose an optimal 

travel strategy. It means the utility of the additional information could help the 

passenger to choose a set of transit lines which have lower total generalized travel cost 

than with less information.  In this section, the models’ descriptions and formulation 

will be studied and some examples will be analyzed and compared to each other.  

One example of a simple network with two bus lines connecting one origin and one 

destination will be used. The modeling results will be calculated by both hand 

calculation and using the simulation program Visum from PTV. Visum is designed for 

multimodal analysis. The program integrates all main modes of transport such as car, 

truck, bus, train, pedestrian and cyclists. In public transportation, Visum is widely used 

on all continents for metropolitan, regional and national transportation planning, travel 

demand modeling and network data management. In terms of headway-based transit 

assignment, the traffic macrosimulation program Visum is fully capable of modeling all 

the four models that we will study here. Since the formulation of models in Visum is also 

similar to the ones from the articles that we are studying here, the simulation program 

Visum 11.5 will be used as a tool for double checking our hand-calculation. 

The travellers in Visum models choose the bus lines by estimation of each alternative 

impedance or generalized cost. The impedance is the sum of all possible cost (time and 

fare cost) which could be applied for a passenger if he/she choose a strategy. The 

impedance IMP could be calculated from the value of perceived journey time PJT and 

number of fare points. 

IMP = PJT • FacPJT + NumberFarePoints • FacNumFP   

Where PJT is the perceived journey time, which is the sum of all the possible travelling 

or waiting time multiplied by their weighted value. NumberFarePoints is the number of 

fare point on each travel alternative. FacPJT and FacNumFP are the weighted factors of 

the two values, respectively. As bus fare is not taken into account in this study, only the 

journey time will be considered. Basics Visum 11.5 (2010) described the formulation for 

the perceived journey time on a head-way based transit assignment.  

PJT [min] = in-vehicle time • FacIVT • weight attribute of the time profile item   

+ Access time • FacACT 

+ Egress time • FacEGT 

+ Transfer walk time • FacTWT 

+ Origin wait time • FacOWT 

+ Transfer wait time • FacTWT 

+ Number of transfers • FacNT    
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FacIVT, FacACT, FacEGT, FacTWT, FacOWT, FacTWT, FacNT are the weighted factors of 

the time unit next to them. All the values of the Factors in this section will be set as 

default (1.0). In Visum, the impedance without transfer and origin wait time      

includes all other type of wait or travel time which could affect the route choice of the 

passenger, multiply by its weight factor. The possible types of time penalties that could 

affect the decision include the access time (walking time from the origin zone to the first 

bus stop), regress time (walking time from the final bus stop to the destination), 

transfer walk time, transfer wait time, origin wait time and in-vehicle travel time. Since 

in all the cases the travellers can only find the information of the bus lines at the bus 

stops, the Access time does not affect the route choice. Since the example in this chapter 

consists of only one origin and one destination, the Egress time, transfer walk time, 

transfer wait time and number of transfer are also not affect the route choice. Hence, the 

impedance      only includes the sum of the in-vehicle travel time and the origin wait 

time multiply by their weighted factor.  

Each travelling strategy (set of lines which will take the traveller to his/her desired 

destination) has its own impedance. The route search and route choice in Visum follow 

the following procedure: during each iteration, headways and in-vehicle travel time and 

other network settings are put into the model as input data and each strategy’s 

impedance is calculated. The impedance then can be used as the input for route search 

and route choice again for calculating another set of results (the share of demand, 

expected wait time and generalized travel time) and compare them to the previous 

impedance. If the stop criterion is met then stop the iterations and show the final 

results, or else the program continues with another iteration. The travellers in Visum 

would generally choose the strategy with lowest impedance.  

For simplification, public transportation in this chapter and also the next chapter would 

be considered as only bus. Other means of public transportation also behave exactly 

similar to bus, with fixed route and headway or timetable. Thus, only bus line will be 

mentioned in this chapter. No congestion effect is taken into consideration in this study, 

it means the bus capacity is assumed to be unlimited and there is also no traffic 

congestion.  

2.1. Initial set up of a simple public transportation model 

For studying the models and as an example for each model, a simple public 

transportation model is created. This section describes briefly each step in the initial set 

up of a simple public transportation model in Visum. The model has one origin and one 

destination with two bus lines connecting them and a demand of 100 travellers between 

the origin and destination. The capacities and cost rates could be set as default value 

(zero) as this model shall not take into account congestions or pricing effects. The 

following steps need to be performed in Visum to complete the model. 
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Step 1: Initial preparation 

For a public transportation model, Transport Systems Bus and Walk, Modes PuT (Public 

Transport) and Demand Segments PuT (Public Transport) are needed. As the transit 

vehicle for the model, Bus should be registered. 

Step 2: Create zones (centroids) 

The two zones which need to be created are the origin and destinations of the travellers 

where they start their journey (walk to the bus stop from home, for example) and finish 

the journey (walk from the bus stop to the destination, for example). 

Step 3: Create nodes 

There should be at least two nodes that can act as the two bus stops. In this model we 

created two other nodes as the two middle point of the two bus lines. The Figure 1 

shows the network after completion of step 3, with [1] is the origin and [2] is the 

destination zone, and the 4 dots are the 4 nodes in this model.    

 

Figure 1: Creation of the 4 nodes 

Step 4: Create Connectors to connect the zones to the first and last nodes 

The connectors connect the zones to the two bus stops. The figure 2 shows that the two 

zones are connected to the 2 nodes by the Connectors. 

 

Figure 2: Creation of the 2 connectors 

Step 5: Create links between the nodes 

The links in the models are roads in ity. The Figure 3, the 4 nodes have been connected 

through the 4 links. As could be seen on the step 4 and step 5, zones are connected to 

nodes by the Connectors (walking paths, in ity), while the nodes are connected to each 

other by the links (roads, in ity). 
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Figure 3: Creation of the 4 links 

Step 6: OD matrix 

The next step is creating a demand of 100 vehicles from zone 1 to zone 2 and registering 

the demand data of the OD matrix. The Figure 4 shows the OD matrix table in Visum, a 

demand of 100 vehicles could be seen on the table.  

 

Figure 4: The OD matrix table 

Step 7: Create Stop points of the buses 

The two nodes that are connected to the two zones are set as the two bus stops in the 

model, as shown in the Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Creation of the 2 bus stops 

Step 8: Create bus lines 

As could be seen from the Figure 5, there are two routes which the travellers could 

choose to travel from the first bus stop the to second one. In this step, we set the two 

lines and set their in-vehicle time. The Figure 6 shows the Line routes window in Visum. 
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Figure 6: Creation of the 2 bus lines 

The Timetable editor can be used to set the headways of the two lines. The headways of 

both two lines will be set to 20 minutes. The Figure 7 shows part of the timetable editor 

in Visum. 

 

Figure 7: Timetable editor 

Step 9: Setup the calculation procedure of the transit assignment 

As previously mentioned, there are 4 choice models in terms of information provided to 

the travellers in Visum. These four models also corresponding to the four models that 

we study in this section 

- Optimal Strategies (No information and exponential distribution headways) 

- No information and constant interarrival time 

- Constant interarrival time and passengers keep track of their waiting time 

- Constant headways and passengers find timetable at the bus stop 

The inputs of the model are the transit network, the headways and in-vehicle times of 

the two lines. The relevant outputs are the shares of demand, the expected wait time 

and total generalized travel time as we are interested in how the models simulate the 
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choice decision of the travellers (route choice) and how long it will take the travellers 

for waiting and travelling in each model. The total generalized travel time is the 

weighted sum of walking, waiting and in-vehicle time it takes the traveller from the 

origin to the destination.  

2.2. The Optimal Strategy model 

Description of the model 

Spiess and Florian (1989) defined the transit passengers’ route choices behavior in a 

model based on their proposed concept of “optimal strategy”, which is formerly referred 

in Nguyen and Pallottino (1988) as “shortest hyperpath.” The model is based on the 

assumption that the passengers act in a way that minimizes their total generalized 

travel time. The way travelers choose a travelling strategy is more complex than just 

grabbing a single shortest path toward a destination. The example for that could be the 

case that the passengers choose several possible routes, and then let the first arrived 

transit vehicle determine which of these paths to travel to their desired stop (Nguyen 

and Pallottino, 1988). It means the passengers always board the first arriving vehicle 

from a set of lines called “attractive lines set”. Because all the passengers behave in a 

way that minimize their total travel time, the set of attractive lines is the set of lines 

with the total generalized travel times are lower than a certain value. All the lines with 

total travel time lower than this value will be considered as “fast enough,” “attractive” 

and will be eligible for choosing from. The procedure of finding this set of lines will be 

mentioned in this section.  

The travellers arrive to stops/stations according to a uniformly distribution. Since they 

have no information on the transit time table, they always choose the first one among 

the attractive lines even though a faster one can arrive soon after (Larsen, 2010). The 

distribution of the transit demand is proportional to the frequency of the lines. 

The Optimal Strategy algorithm assumes that the wait time of a passenger between 

departures for different transit vehicle of a line passing a stop has an exponential 

distribution with mean    
 

  
⁄  , where    is the frequency and hi is the headway of the 

line i. As the headway of the line is an input value and it is constant, but the passengers 

arrive randomly to the bus stop, their wait time for a transit vehicle of each line i is 

assumed to be exponentially distributed. Hence, in the Optimal Strategy, the  

interarrival time varies around the value of the expected headway    
 

  
⁄ , which is an 

input value of the model. In the following two paragraphs, the construction of the 

attractive set and the formulas of share and expected waiting time will be described. 

Set of attractive lines 

In Optimal Strategy, if we have k lines passing a bus stop that travel to the destination 

and if all the in-vehicle travel times and headways are known, the set of attractive lines 
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is determined as follows (Larsen, 2010).Given all transit lines in the systems, we can 

arrange them in ascending order of in-vehicle travel time, without affecting the 

generalization of the problem 

0 <                                                                

Because line 1 has the smallest in-vehicle time, it is attractive. The total travel time of 

the line 1, 

       
 

  
 

The parameter   is the factor which decides the wait time of travellers (0 <  ≤ 1). It 

could be called the “wait time factor”. Nökel & Wekeck (2007) describes a method to 

find the attractive lines set based on the concept of the “combined” line. If       then 

line 2 is also from the attractive lines set, the value of t2 could be calculated  

   
         

     
  

 

     
 

The line 3 is only selected if its remaining cost s3 (without wait time) is not higher than 

the expected total cost (include wait time) of the “combined” line of the line 1 and line 2. 

t2 represents the combination of the lines 1 and 2. It acts like a combined line which has 

the frequency is the sum of the two lines 1 and 2, and the remaining cost is the weighted 

mean of the remaining cost of the two lines. The general formula of the updates is  

   
  ∑     

 
   

∑   
 
   

            (     )                                       ( ) 

From formula (1) we can conclude that the attractive line set L* is achieved by L* = Li*, 

where i*= max{i: si ≤ ti-1 ,i∈ L*} (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010).  

Shares of demand and expected waiting time 

The Optimal Strategy is based on the assumption that the passenger will choose the first 

approaching transit vehicle in the attractive set      . Hence, according to Gentile et 

al. (2005), the probability that a traveller will choose a line      is equal to the 

probability that a vehicle of line i is the first arriving one to the reach the traveller’s bus 

stop, which could be formulated as follows: 

   ∫   ( ) ∏  ̅ ( )  

        

  

 

                                            ( ) 

Where   ( ) is the density of probability that a carrier of line i reach the bus stop after 

w units of time. Since the unit of w is time, the integral in the formula (2) is from 0 to 
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+∞.  Fi(w) is the cumulative distribution function of the density  fi(w) and   ̅( ) is its 

complement (  ̅( )      ( )) , we have ∏  ̅ ( )           is the probability that 

none of the vehicles of any lines j other than line i arrives before the line i. Assume that 

the headway of each line in the Optimal Strategy has an exponential distribution, each 

line i has an exponential distribution of the waiting time, with probability density 

function (Gentile et al., 2005). 

  ( )  {
   

            
                            

                                               ( ) 

Hence, the cumulative distribution function Fi(w) and its complement   ̅( ) are 

  ( )   ∫   ( )  
 

 

          

  ̅( )       ( )                                                            ( ) 

Combining (2), (3) and (4) we have the formula of the probability of the line i to be 

chosen. This value is also equal to the share of demand of the line i 

   ∫   ( ) ∏  ̅ ( )   

        

     ∫      ∏        

        

  

 

  

 

   ∫   (∑   )        
  

 

 
  

∑       
 

Gentile et al. (2005) also described the general formulation of the expected waiting time 

 (   )  ∫ ∏ ̅ ( )   

    

 
  

 

∫ ∏       

    

  

 

 ∫   (∑   )       
  

 

 
 

∑       
 

Spiess and Florian (1989), when introducing the formula of the expected waiting time 

E(   ) also included a wait time factor   

 (   )  
 

∑       
  

In the case of    , the travellers’ arrivals at stops are distributed uniformly and the 

wait time for transit vehicles of a line i has an exponential distribution with mean 1/fj, 

with fi is the frequency of the line i. According to Spiess and Florian (1989), in the case 

of      , the model is an approximation of the constant headway case with the 

interarrival time is 1/fj.  
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Example 

A simple example network of one origin and one destination, with two bus line in 

between is taken studied in this section. As could be seen from the Figure 8, there is 1 

origin zone and 1 destination zone at both ends of the network and two bus lines (1 and 

2) connect them. 

 

Figure 8: The network example for Optimal Strategy model 

Line 1 has the headway of 20 min and in-vehicle travel time of 15 min, while line 2 has 

the headway of 20 min and in-vehicle travel time of 20 min. Hence,              

     . Assume    . Hence        
 

  
             Since s2 < 35, the bus 

line 2 is also in the set of attractive lines. The share of demand: 

   
  

     
                 

and the expected waiting time 

 (   )  
 

     
 

 

 
  ⁄   

  ⁄
              

Therefore, 10 minutes is the expected time for a passenger to wait for a first bus in the 

set of attractive lines to come and he/she will take that bus to travel from the origin to 

the destination. In case of approximation constant interarrival      , we have 

 (   )       . The Visum program provides the same results as our hand 

calculations. The table 1 lists the information of the two bus lines and the calculation 

results of share of demand and expected waiting time.  

Table 1: Modeling results of the Optimal Strategy example 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 Input/Output 

Headway hi (min) 20 20 Input 

In-vehicle travel time si 

(min) 

15 20 

   share of demand 0.5 0.5 Output 
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 (   ) expected 

waiting  time (min) 

with     

10 

 (   ) expected 

waiting  time (min) 

with       

5 

ET generalized travel 
time (min) with     

25 30 

ET generalized travel 
time (min) with       

20 25 

Note that the generalized travel time here is calculated by summing the expected 

waiting time with each line’s in-vehicle travel time      (   )    . It provides us an 

initial suggestion of how much time it would cost a passenger to travel by each line.  

The Visum program also provides the same modeling results as our hand calculation. As 

could be seen from the Table 1, the share of demand in the Optimal Strategy is simply 

just the ratio of the frequency of buses. This could be easily explained by the formulas of 

the shares of demand of the Optimal Strategy. We have the ratio of the share of demand: 

  

  
 

  
     

  
     

⁄  
  
  

 
  

  
            

Since the formulation of the expected wait time  (   )  
 

     
 is independent of the in-

vehicle travel time, as long as     
 

  
      both the two lines would be included in the 

attractive line set and the expected wait time will be independent of the in-vehicle 

travel time. 

2.3. The Constant interarrival time model  

Description of the model 

According to Gentile et al. (2005) and Nökel & Wekeck, (2007), the Constant interarrival 

time model also assumes no additional information than the lines’ headways and in-

vehicle travel time are provided to the passengers, similar to the Optimal Strategy. 

Hence, the strategy of the passengers is in general the same, the traveller will choose the 

first approaching line from his/her set of attractive lines. The main different between 

this case and the previous one is that here the model uses a more general distribution, 

an Erlang distribution but with a specific parameter m->∞ (Nökel and Wekeck, 2007) 

for the wait time of a vehicle of each line. 
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Set of attractive lines 

Although the strategy is similar, the same method for finding the set of attractive lines 

as in the first case cannot be used. Given all transit lines in the systems, we can arrange 

them in descending order of in-vehicle travel time, without affecting the generalization 

of the problem 

0 <            

Nökel and Wekeck (2007) describe a simple method for finding the set of attractive 

lines by computing     
      

 ∑     
 
    for all i and choose the attractive set L*:=Li* 

where i*:= argmini{ETLi}. In fact, the formulation of     
 is also correspondent with the 

formulation of ti from the formula (1), but instead of comparing ti with the in-vehicle 

travel time si+1 as in the Optimal Strategy, we compare ti with ti+1 in the Constant 

interarrival time model. Therefore, we cannot calculate value of ETLi  for increasing i and 

stop when ETLi < ETLi+1 (similar to the procedure in Optimal Strategy). ETLi should be 

calculated for all lines as there can be more than one local minimum in the set of all 

lines. 

Shares of demand and expected waiting time 

We have the probability density function of the line waiting time fi (w) are distributed 

by an Erlang distribution depending on the degree of service regularity (Gentile et al. 

(2005), Nökel & Wekeck, (2007) and Billi et al. (2004)). 

  ( )      
      ∑

(     ) 

  

    

   

                                           

Where    is the frequency of the line i, m is the degree of regularity. When m=1 the 

distribution of headway revert to the exponential distribution, as in the Optimal 

Strategy. We could see if m=1 is replaced into the above formula; it becomes the formula 

(3) in the previous section. For this case as the distribution of interarrival time is 

assumed constant, m->∞.  

  ( )                                                                       ( ) 

With               the value      is equal to the headway of the line i 

  ( )   ∫   ( )  
 

 

                                     

  ̅( )       ( )                                                                    ( ) 

In case of Constant interarrival time model, the shares of each transit lines correspond 

with the possibility of arriving first (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010). From the formula (5) and 
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(6) we take the value of   ( ) and   ̅( ) and replace them to the formula (2), we have 

the share of demand    as follows. 

     ∫ ∏ (     )  

        

 

 

 

On the formula (2), we had the integral was from 0 to +∞. However, w is the waiting 

time and we know the maximum waiting time is equal to a full maximum headway. 

Hence, it is sufficient enough to take the integral from 0 to  , where       *  + is the 

maximum waiting time= maximum headway = maximum        And the expected 

waiting time in the case of constant headway. 

 (   )  ∫ ∏ ̅ ( )   

    

 
 

 

∫ ∏ (     )  
  

   

 

 

 

Example 

The same example of two bus line from one origin to one destination as the previous 

section is analyzed with the constant headway algorithm 

Since the maximum wait time   = 20 min, the shares of demand is: 

     ∫ (     )  
  

 

     ∫ (       )  
  

 

        

We assume that the travellers’ arrival is uniformly distributed. Hence, at the first line, 

    
      

                       line 1 is from the attractive set; at the 

second line     
      

                         line 2 is also from the 

attractive set. Therefore, we have i* = 2. The expected waiting time: 

 (   )  ∫ (     )(     )  
  

 

 ∫ (       )(       )           
  

 

 

The Visum program provides the same results as our hand calculations, the results are 

shown in the table 2. 

Table 2: Modeling results of the Constant headway model. 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 

Headway hi (min) 20 20 

In-vehicle travel time si 

(min) 

15 20 

   share of demand 0.5 0.5 
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 (   ) expected waiting  

time (min) 

6.67 

ET generalized travel time 
(min) 

21.67 26.67 

2.4. The elapsed waiting time model  

Description of the model 

This third model provides the passengers information on the elapsed waiting time from 

that moment to the arrival of the first bus of a particular line, within the case of 

Constant interarrival time model (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010). Hence, the travellers can 

observe more than just the next arriving line and be able to keep track of their waiting 

time. The travellers are be able to minimized their travel time by choosing the optimal 

line in a larger lines set. In fact, during the waiting time at the bus stop the only 

additional information that the travellers can get (compared to the two “no 

information” cases) is the elapsed time of the next arriving buses of one or several lines. 

Hence, a larger lines set here means that the passenger can choose, along with the next 

arriving bus lines (which the travellers know exactly when will they arrive),  some other 

lines that could arrive later than the next  bus but still faster in total travel time. For 

example, if they know the elapsed waiting time of a faster line is 3 minutes, they can 

ignore some potentially earlier arriving buses of other lines which are at least 3 minutes 

slower than the faster line. In other words, the travellers in this case do not simply 

board the first arriving bus of from the attractive line set, but choose the fastest line of 

their attractive line set depending on the provided elapsed time at the stop. 

Mathematically, the main differences of this model compared to the previous one have 

been described in Billi et al. (2004). In this elapsed time model, the attractive line set is 

no longer constant but varies according to the spent waiting time at the bus stop. As the 

optimal line set L* now is a “dynamic set” (Nökel and Wekeck, 2007), it is more difficult 

to determine than the previous cases (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010). The set of attractive 

lines is determined in a way similar to the Constant interarrival time model, but 

dynamically depend on the elapsed waiting time. In other words, the first set of 

attractive lines can be formulated similar to the previous case (constant headway) but 

the lines are dropped out of the set in descending order of total waiting time. 

Hence, we can calculate the shares of demand and expected waiting time with the same 

method as in the 2nd case, but taken into account the dropping of lines in the attractive 

set. 

Example 

Let us consider an example for a more evident understanding. The same network with 

the same headways and in-vehicle travel times are tested with this case. Firstly, both the 

two lines are attractive, as they were in the previous cases. The traveller may have to 
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wait to a maximum time of 20 minutes for a bus to come. Assume that the traveller 

arrive at the bus stop at the middle of the line headway, after he/she has been waiting 

for t minutes, the elapsed travel time (in-vehicle travel time plus elapsed wait time) of a 

bus of the bus line 1 is: 

Elapsed travel time = 15 + (20-t)/2 minutes 

If 15 + (20-t)/2 ≤ 20 we have t ≥ 10. It means after waiting for 10 minutes, the second 

line will be no longer attractive as its expected travel time is always higher than the 

expected travel time of the line 1 and therefore it can be ignored. The attractive set now 

is the bus line 1. As the maximum waiting time for the line 2 is only 10 min (after 10 

min, it will be removed from the attractive set), the share of 2nd line can be calculated: 

     ∫ (     )  
  

 

     ∫ (       )  
  

 

       

Hence                 . After running the assignment with Visum, the results 

are shown in the table 3. 

Table 3: Modeling results of the Elapsed wait time example 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 

   share of demand 0.625 0.375 

 (   ) expected waiting  

time (min) 

8.67 4.45 

 (   ) average expected 

waiting  time (min)  

7.09 

ET generalized travel time 
(min) 

23.67 24.45 

In this case the shares of demand are not equal for the two lines and the Visum program 

also provides us two different wait times. The value of average expected waiting time is 

the sum of the product of the share of demand of each line multiplied by its expected 

waiting time. Note that on the formulations of all cases we always only have 1 formula 

for the expected wait time, but the Visum program always provides separate expected 

waiting time for the each line of the network. The reason is that Visum simulate the 

travellers’ behaviors and provide the results in iterations, and only stop when the 

stopping criteria are met. Therefore, after each iteration, Visum needs separated 

expected waiting and travel time of each alternative as the input of the next iteration.  
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2.5. The Random departure time model 

Description of the model 

Even though the previous case provides the passengers the elapsed waiting time, the 

travellers are still only able to observe the next line to be served – similar to the Optimal 

Strategy and Constant interarrival time model. In fact, printed timetable may be 

available at the bus stop and passengers can have precise departure times on all the 

approaching buses. Hence, the travellers will choose the line that has the minimum 

remaining generalized travel time among all the lines, i.e. the line that offers him the 

most benefit given the  departure times (Visum 10.0 User Manual, 2007). Hence, the 

traveller does not follow the same strategy as the previous cases. As the expected wait 

times, in-vehicle times and exact departure times for all lines are known, he/she simply 

selects the line with minimum si + wi (si is the in-vehicle travel time and wi is the 

remaining waiting time). 

This model also assumes that the passenger could have information of exact departure 

time, but there are two main differences between this model and a Timetable-based 

modeling approach. Firstly, the Random departure time model is still a headway-based 

modeling approach, it assumes that the travellers arrive to the bus stops in a uniformly 

distribution, while in Timetable-based modeling approach the travellers arrives due to 

the departure time of their first transit vehicle. Secondly, the passengers in the Random 

departure time can only approach the information of the exact departure time at the 

first bus stop, while the passenger in a Timetable-based modeling procedure will have 

the information from the origin zone.  

Set of attractive lines 

The Set of attractive lines in this case consists of only 1 line, or several lines only if they 

have the same travel time – the ones with minimum generalized travel time at that 

particular time interval. According to Basics Visum 11.5 (2010), the passengers will 

choose the line which has the least remaining cost given the exact departure times. 

For constructing this set of lines, all the value of total travel time si + wi could calculated 

and the ones whose minimum si + wi will be chosen. However, for simplifying the 

calculation, we can build the attractive line set L* which are optimal for some departure 

pattern (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010). The set of attractive lines L*  then formed as L*=Li 

where i*= max{i: si < minj{sj+hj}}. In other words, this set of attractive lines consists of all 

the lines which are attractive at least in the extreme time interval that a vehicle of the 

line i has just arrived and the wait time of any other lines are maximum (equal to their 

headways). 
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Shares of demand and expected waiting time 

The Visum 10.0 User Manual (2007) formulates the shares of demand    of a line i as 

follows. 

   ∫  (           |    )    ( )
  

 

          

   is the set of all available lines,     is the expected wait time for a departure of the 

line i.             is the benefit of choosing the line i, i.e. the impedance without 

transfer and origin wait time       minus the wait time    . Assume that the passenger 

arrival is random,     is uniformly distributed. Thus,    has the density    ( )  
 

  
 ,    ,

( ), where    is the headway of the line i. The share of demand could be 

interpreted as the integration of the probability that the utility     of line i is higher than 

any utility of any other lines. Therefore, the share of demand    is. 

   
 

  
∫  (                  |    )  

  

 

 

 
 

  
∫ ∏ (      |    )  

 

  

 

 

 
 

  
∫ ∏(  

(           )
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                                           ( )

 

  

 

 

The expression (           )
 

 means that if (           )    then 

(           )
 
 (           ); if (           )    then (       

    )
 
  . The same rule also applied for the other expression with the “+” operator. 

The wait time  (   
) of a passenger for a line among the set of all lines    could be 

formulated. 

 (   
)  ∑ ∫  (                  |    )    ( )

  

     

 

 (   
)  ∑

 

  
∫  ∏(  

(           )
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                         ( )

 

  

     

 

Hasseltröm (1981) formulated another way of finding the probability to choose route r 

among a set of N routes and the expected wait time. 
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The two ways of formulation (the formulas (7) and (8) from Visum 10.0 User manual 

(2007) and the formulas (9) and (10) from Hasseltröm (1981)) are in fact analogous 

and produced the same results. In other words, Visum user manual 10.0 (2007) 

modified the formula which is introduced by Hasseltröm (1981) by adding weighting 

factors into the in-vehicle travel time si. By default value, all the weighting factors are 

equal to 1 and the impedance      is equal to si . 

Jansson et al. (2008) interpreted the wait time t (equivalent to the wait time x in the 

formula (7)) is the difference between the ideal departure or arrival time and actual 

departure or arrival time. The ideal departure or arrival time is the time that the 

passenger believes that the bus would leave or come. Jansson et al. (2008) only count 

the wait time from that moment to the actual departure or arrival time. The authors 

assume that the wait time t is uniformly distributed from zero to a full headway time 

and finally still come up with a similar formulation of the model as in Hasseltröm 

(1981.) 

Example: 

The same network with the same headways and travel time is modeled with this 

Random Departure Time model. The share of demand can be calculated by the formula 

(7). 
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So the share of demand for the line 2 is                   . The average wait time 

can be calculated by the formula (8). 
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The Visum program also provides the same results as the hand calculations. The results 

are shown in the table 4. 

Table 4: Modeling results of the Random departure time example 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 

   share of demand 0.719 0.281 

 (   ) expected waiting  

time (min)  

8.05 5 

 (   ) average expected 

waiting  time (min)  

7.19 

ET generalized travel time 
(min) 

23.05 25 

Hasseltröm (1981) introduced the Random departure time model with the assumption 

that the exact departure time is available at the bus stop, and at the bus stop only. The 

information of actual departure time is also for this particular bus stop only. The Visum 

program, on the other hand, provides 4 variances of the models (Basics Visum 11.5, 

2010). 

 Departure time information at only the stop, not available on the transit vehicle. 

(RDT 1) 

 Departure time information at only the stop, also available on the transit vehicle. 

(RDT 2) 

 Departure time information for all stops, not available on the transit vehicle. 

(RDT 3) 

 Departure time information for all stops, also available on the transit vehicle. 

(RDT 4) 

Among these 4 options, the later variance of the model provides more information than 

the previous one. In this section we only studied the default model, i.e. the first variance 

among the 4. All the 4 versions will be analyzed in the next chapter. 

2.6. Comparisons of model results 

Since the above examples use the same network and settings, it is possible to compare 

the results in different assignments. 
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Table 5: Comparison of the modeling results of the examples from the 4 studied models. 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 
Headway hi (min) 20 20 
In-vehicle travel time si 

(min) 
15 20 

Optimal Strategy 
    0.5 0.5 
 (   ) expected waiting  
time (min) with     

10 

 (   ) expected waiting  
time (min) with       

5 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅average generalized 
travel time (min) with 
    

27.5 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅average generalized 
travel time (min) with 
      

22.5 

Constant interarrival time  
    0.5 0.5 
 (   ) expected waiting  
time (min)  

6.67 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅average generalized 
travel time (min) 

24.17 

Elapsed time 
   share of demand 0.625 0.375 
 (   ) expected waiting  
time (min)  

7.09 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅average generalized 
travel time (min) 

23.96 

Random departure time 
   share of demand 0.719 0.281 
 (   ) expected waiting  
time (min)  

7.19 

   ̅̅ ̅̅̅average generalized 
travel time (min) 

23.6 

Note that the generalized travel time for each line has been replaced with the weighted 

average generalized travel time by the formula   ̅̅ ̅̅  ∑       , where     is the 

generalized expected travel time of each line. This value represents the average amount 

of time for a traveller to travel from the origin to the destination in each model and 

provide a better comparison in terms of travel time between each model. This value of 

  ̅̅ ̅̅  is also a weighted value by the shares of each alternative, it efficiently represents the 

expected time it takes a random passenger to travel from the origin to the destination. 

As could be seen from the table, in the case of Optimal Strategy and Constant 

interarrival time model, the share between the two lines is equal, since the headways 
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are the same. The travellers in the Optimal Strategy (with    ) spend the longest 

generalized travel time since the waiting time for the first arriving bus is 10 minutes – 

the largest of all cases.  If we considering the case       in the Optimal Strategy 

assignment (because       means approximately Constant headway– similar to the 

Constant interarrival time model), then the Optimal Strategy shows the lowest expected 

waiting time. However,       means the model has approximately uniform 

distributed wait time for a vehicle of a line. This is a strong simplification because the 

formulation of the waiting time is still exponential distributed, but it is assumed to be 

uniformly distributed by placing a coefficient equal to 0.5. 

In the Elapsed wait time and Random departure time model, there are more passenger 

choose the faster line, thanks to the utilities of the additional on-line information. These 

are the cases where the travellers can ignore the arriving bus and wait for the next one, 

given that the total generalized travel time will be lower in the later strategy.  

 

Figure 9: Conparison of the expected wait time and average generalized travel time 

among the 4 models (in minutes). 

As we could see from the Figure, the average generalized travel time is reduced from 

the Optimal Strategy to the Random Departure time, but the differences are not 

significant. On the other hand, the expected wait time in the Random departure time is 

even higher than in the Constant interarrival time and Elapsed wait time, it means that 

they passenger choose to wait more for travelling in a faster line and by making better 

decision thanks to the additional information, they can reduce their total travel time. 

The examples also show that the expected waiting time for a passenger from the 

Random departure time model is longer than in Elapsed time model and Constant 

interarrival time model, although the former provides the travellers more information 

than the two later. Since the examples in this section is without transferring and 
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decision of stopping or continuing the journey, the passengers could not take the full 

advantage of the additional information of the later models.  

In the next section, examples with possibilities of transfer and stop-continuing decision 

will be analyzed. In terms of total generalized travel time, the Random departure model 

shows a lowest total time, the Elapsed time has lower travel time than the Constant 

interarrival time and the travellers in the Optimal Strategy experienced the longest 

travel time. It means even if the waiting time of the travellers in later models are longer, 

more of them can choose the faster line and reduce their total travel time.  
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3. ANALYSIS OF TRANSIT NETWORK EXAMPLES WITH TRANSFERING AND 

FIRST STOP CHOICES  

In the previous chapter, the four main public transport models, which cover all range of 

travellers’ information, have been studied. However, the differences between them are 

small and the studied example in the previous section is also very simple, with only two 

lines connecting one origin and one destination.  

The information of the bus lines, especially on-line dynamic information is helpful in the 

cases in which the travellers make the decision of transferring or staying at the same 

line and choosing the first bus stop. In this section, examples include choosing the first 

bus stop; transferring and the combination of them will be studied in order to see how 

the models simulate the passengers’ behaviors. As the examples are more complicated 

than the previous chapter, all the computation will be carried out by Visum (11.5.)  

3.1. Discrete models for share of demand estimations on Visum 

The examples which we have studied in the previous chapter are all about the situation 

of a passenger who chose a line to board from a bus stop. Although the information 

given to him/her are different in each examples, the situations are all the same: the 

traveller will choose one bus line from a set of different lines passing that bus stop. 

According to Basics Visum 11.5 (2010), in several cases the passengers are not yet at 

the bus stop:  

 The traveller is at the origin zone. 

 The traveller is currently travelling. 

 The traveller can take another line from a bus stop which may only be reached 

by walking. 

In these examples, the traveller has to make decision when he/she is not yet staying at a 

bus stop waiting for a vehicle. According to Basics Visum 11.5 (2010), these decisions 

can be modeled in one of the two alternatives: 

 By a 0/1 decision in favor of the best alternative. 

 By a discrete choice model. 

If we choose the first alternative, in the three situations mentioned above, all the 

passengers will choose the line which has lower generalized travel time. This option will 

obviously reduce the total generalized travel time, as the best alternative is chosen. 

However, it does not express the fuzziness of the passengers’ behavior. In  life, not all 

passengers choose the line which gives the maximum profit (take the less time) and 

even the less favorable choices have some share of demand. Hence, the program Visum 

also offers second technique for making a decision: by a discrete choice model. The 

decision is not based on observations (stay at a bus stop and choose the best one of the 

arriving bus), but based on estimations (calculating the probability of choosing an 
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alternative). The estimations are based on two discrete choice models in Visum: 

“Discrete choice model (Logit) among distinct boarding stop areas” and “Discrete choice 

model (Logit) between continuation of the journey and alighting” (User’s manual Visum 

11.5, 2010).  The two discrete models are only used in one of the three cases which we 

mentioned above.  

The utility of each alternative are calculated and depend on the situation, one of the two 

discrete choice models are used for estimation of the share of demand   
  (the share of 

route i at decision point a). The difference between the impedances, rather than the 

ratio is used to calculate the distribution of demand between the route choices (Visum 

10.0 User manual, 2007). The two discrete choice model have the same formulation, in 

which the percentage of demand   
  is calculated as   

   
  

 

∑   
  

   

. Where   
  is the utility 

of the route i,   
          

 
, with     

  is the impedance of the line i and β is the 

distribution parameter, which must be chosen for each discrete model. Therefore we 

have the formula for percentage of demand of the two discrete logit models, which was 

originally described by Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985). 

  
   

        
 

∑         
 

 
   

                                                          (  ) 

The parameter β decides the sensitivity of estimation towards increased impedances. 

When β does towards infinity, the discrete choice model estimation goes closer to the 

0/1 decision, in favor of the best alternatives (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010). The two 

discrete models are chosen for all the examples in this chapter to model the uncertainty 

of the travellers’ decisions.  

Mathematical models for modeling the travellers’ behavior in public transport generally 

assume that all the passengers have the same level of information. In macrosimulation 

the passengers behave the same way, the personal preference is ignored. Applying logit 

model is one of the popular ways to model taste variations in travellers’ decisions. 

3.2. Network with transferring possibility with default parameters 

A network as in the following Figure has been created in Visum. There are two origins 

located close to the bus stop 1 and 2, and one destination zone close to the bus stop 3. 

There are 3 bus lines in the network with itinerary as in Figure 10. The passengers 

could choose to walk from the bus stop 2 to the bus stop 4 and take a bus from there. 
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Figure 10: Example of network with default model parameters 

The information of the three bus lines are listed in the Table 6 

Table 6: Information of the bus lines 

Bus line Bus stop Headway (min) In-vehicle travel 

time (min) 

1 1-2-3 20 10+10 

2 2-3 10 5 

3 4-3 5 5 

There are 100 passengers who start their journey from the bus stop 1 and another 100 

who start their journey from the bus stop 2, all of them are heading to the bus stop 3. In 

this network, it is possible for a traveller who chose line 1 to get off at bus stop 2 and 

board another line for travelling to the destination at bus stop 3. The walking time from 

origin to the bus stops, to bus stop to the destination and the boarding time are not 

taken into consideration. As could be seen from the table above, in this network the line 

2 and 3 are faster than the line 1, so we would expect the travellers of the bus line 1 

change their bus line when the bus reached the bus stop 2.  

There are two OD-pairs in the model, the OD-pair 1-3: From the zone next to bus stop 1 

to the zone next to bus stop 3 with the demand of 100 passengers (OD 1-3) and the OD-

pair 2-3: From the zone next to bus stop 2 to the zone next to bus stop 3 with the 

demand of 100 passengers (OD 2-3). The walking time from the bus stop 2 to bus stop 4 

is 2 minutes. As mentioned in the title of this section, all the parameters of the model 

are set as default. 
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The transit assignments by Visum with four different options show the following 

results. The figures in this section show the share of demand between the lines of an OD 

pair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Shares of demand: Optimal Strategy with  =1 (OD-pair 1-3 on the left and 

OD-pair 2-3 on the right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Shares of demand: Constant interarrival time model and Elapsed time case 

(OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 2-3 on the right) 

The Constant interarrival time and Elapsed time model show the same results in this 

example since the line 2 is far faster than the line 1 and line 3 is faster than the line 2, it 

means the attractive line set has not changed. 
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Figure 13: Shares of demand: RDT (Random departure time) case (OD-pair 1-3 on the 

left and OD-pair 2-3 on the right) 

As could be seen from the Figures, the optimal strategy has a longest travel time (with 

the weight time factor  = 1). The generalized travel times of the three remaining 

assignments are similar, since the line 2 and line 3 are far faster than the line 1, the 

additional information of the 3rd and 4th case has no effect. Hence, we could see that the 

later 3 cases has lower total generalized travel times than the Optimal Strategy case but 

among the later 3 cases, the more information does not mean lower total travel time for 

the travellers. 

The “unexpected” results here are the fact that there is no passenger in the OD-pair 1-3 

choose another strategy than staying at the bus line 1, while the bus line 2 and 3 seem to 

be faster than the bus line 1. We could see that at some time during the studied time 

period, the bus line 2 and 3 will be faster than bus line 1. However, as the results show 

that there is no travellers of the OD-pair 1-3 changed their bus, the default weight factor 

from Visum which decides the number of transfer is too large in this case. That factor 

from the Visum impedance formulation is named Number of factors. As default it is set 

to be 10 minutes, which means unless a transferring strategy could save at least 10 

minute, it will not be considered as any faster than a non-transferring strategy. 

Therefore, the number of transfer here is calculated by the model to be zero and the 

passengers are not willing to change their bus line. 

At the next example, a similar network setup with the same headways and in-vehicle 

time will be studied, but the default model parameters will be sensitivity analyzed to 

see their weights to the results. 

3.3. Network with transferring possibility with model parameters 

sensitivity analysis 

The sensitivity analysis of the model parameters will be studied in a similar example as 

the previous one. The same network set up is used once again.  
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Figure 14: Example of network for sensitivity analysis 

There is no difference in terms of headway, in-vehicle travel time and OD-pairs 

compared to the previous network. The information are shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Information of the bus lines 

Bus line Bus stop Headway (min) In-vehicle travel 

time (min) 

1 1-2-3 20 10+10 

2 2-3 10 5 

3 4-3 5 5 

OD-pair 1: From the zone next to bus stop 1 to the zone next to bus stop 3 with the 

demand of 100 passengers (OD 1-3). OD-pair 2: From the zone next to bus stop 2 to the 

zone next to bus stop 3 with the demand of 100 passengers (OD 2-3.) 

On this example, as the walk time from the two origin zone to the bus stop 1 and 2, and 

from the bus stop 3 to the destination are zero, we can ignore the access and egress time 

by setting their factors equal to 0. The weight attribute of the time profile item can be 

also set to 1. Hence, without the access and egress time, the remaining impedance 

formula is as follow, with the factors are replaced with their default value from Visum. 

IMP  =  PJT • 1.0  +  number fare points • 0.0 

PJT [min] = in-vehicle time • 1.0  

+ Transfer walk time • 1.0 

+ Origin wait time • 1.0 
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+ Transfer wait time • 1.0 

+ Number of transfers • 10min 

In the following section, some sensitivity analysis on these parameters will be 

performed to find their impacts on route search and route choice. There are two 

scenarios which will be carried out: changing origin waiting and in-vehicle time weight 

factor and changing transfer related weight factor 

Sensitivity analysis 1: Origin waiting and in-vehicle time weighting factors 

analysis 

In the previous example we could see that the line 2 and 3 are faster than the line 1, as 

their in-vehicle times and headways are smaller, but every passengers from the origin 1 

(OD-pair 1-3) still only use the bus line 1 for the whole journey. In this example, we will 

try to facilitate more passengers of the OD-pair 1-3 to transfer to the bus lines 2 and 3 

for part of their journey. As the bus lines 2 and 3 have lower in-vehicle travel time, the 

in-vehicle travel time factor will be increased to make the perceived journey time of a 

strategy which involve bus line 2 or 3 smaller than the line 1. With the same purpose, 

the origin wait time weight factor need to be reduced. The final values are: In-vehicle 

time factor equal to 3, origin wait time equal to 0.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Shares of demand: Optimal strategy case (OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 

2-3 on the right) 

At the Optimal Strategy case, the majority of travellers of the OD-pair 1-3 still choose 

the bus line 1 for their journey, but compared to the previous example, not all 

passengers choose to stay along with the bus line 1 for the whole journey. 
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Figure 16: Shares of demand: Constant interarrival time model and Elapsed time cases 

(OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 2-3 on the right). 

The Constant interarrival time model and Elapsed time show the same result again, with 

the three lines are relatively equally sharing the transit demand of the OD-pair 1-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Shares of demand: RDT case (OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 2-3 on the 

right). 

The Random departure time case shows an interesting result. Most of the travellers 

from the origin 1 choose to transfer to bus line 2 or 3 when they reach the bus stop 2, 

thanks to the complete information they have on the departure times. Although the 

average total wait time is increased compared to the Constant interarrival time model 

and elapsed time cases, the average total travel time of all the passengers are also 

reduced in this case. It means the passengers know better when they need to transfer.  
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Different combinations of in-vehicle time and origin wait time weighting factors have 

been tested with the 4 cases in Visum to see the increase in the percentage of 

passengers of the OD-pair 1-3 choose to transfer to another bus line. 

 

Figure 18: Percentage of passengers of the OD-pair 1-3 transfer to another bus line, 

according to the in-vehicle time and origin wait time weighting factors. On the 

horizontal axis is the two parameters of in-vehicle time weight factor/origin wait time 

weight factor. 

As could be seen from the Figure, at a certain values of weighting factors (2 and 0.8), 

some passengers started to transfer to another bus line, and at the weighting factors of 

3.5/0.4, there is no traveller choose the strategy of staying at the bus line 1 for all of 

their journey in the RDT case. The RDT case always shows the higher percentage of 

transferring travellers than other cases, thanks to the information they have on the 

departure times. The reason that we have done the sensitivity analysis on two factors at 

once is to make the bus line 2 and 3 have better impedances than the bus line 1 and 

facilitating more travellers to transfer to a faster line by weight more on in-vehicle 

travel time and less on origin wait time.  

In the next example, these two weighting factors will be set as default (equal to 1), but 

the penalty for transferring (10 minutes by default value) will be alleviated for 

increasing the likelihood of travellers’ transferring.  

Sensitivity analysis 2: Transfer related weighting factors analysis 

From the formulation of perceived journey time, there are three items which are related 

to the transferring penalty: transfer walk time, transfer wait time and number of 

transfer. It means in case the traveller decided to transfer to another bus line, the model 

will add a certain amount of time as transferring penalty, which is calculated by 

multiplying the actual waiting or walking transfer time by their weighting factors. The 

factors are listed in the Table 8. 
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Table 8: Transfer related weighting factors 

Transferring related item Default factor 

Transfer walk time 1.0 

Transfer wait time 1.0 

Number of transfer 10 min 

These three items could explain why in the example in section 3.2, there was no 

passenger from the OD-pair 1-3 choose to transfer to another bus line. Since the model 

add 10 minute to the total travel time each transferring time, the strategy with 

transferring became less favorable. With the same network as in the beginning of this 

section, we will leave the transfer wait time and walk time weight factor as default 

(equal to 1) but try to change the transferring penalty factor (equal to 10 min in the 

default value). In the “Impedance” formulation from Visum, the transfer penalty factor 

has been set to 2 minutes (Number of transfer × 2 min.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Shares of demand: Optimal Strategy case (OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 

2-3 on the right.) 

In the Optimal Strategy case, there is insignificant amount of passenger of the OD-pair 1-

3 transfer to the bus line 3, most of them are still staying at the bus line 1. 
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Figure 20: Shares of demand: Constant interarrival time model and Elapsed time cases 

(OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 2-3 on the right) 

The two cases: Constant interarrival time model and Elapsed time share the same result 

again. While the majority of the passengers of the OD-pair 1-3 still choose to stay at the 

bus line 1, there are more of them transfer to the bus line 2 and 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Transit assignment results: RDT case (OD-pair 1-3 on the left and OD-pair 2-

3 on the right) 

The RDT case show that only nearly half of the passengers of the OD-pair 1-3 choose to 

stay at the bus line 1. In total, thanks to the additional information the passengers have 

on the departure times, the Average total travel time is the lowest of all the cases. 

If we try different transferring penalty factor, we could see the changes in each case 
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Figure 22: Percentage of passengers of the OD-pair 1-3 transfer to another bus line, 

according to the transfer penalty factor (min-on the horizontal axis) 

As could be seen from the Figure, the number of transferring passengers in the RDT 

case is always the highest of all, because the travellers have information on the 

departure times. For the case of the transferring penalty equal to zero, most of the 

passengers (90%) choose to board another bus line to complete their journey in the 

RDT case, while in the Optimal Strategy because of the lack of information and long wait 

time, there are only 10% of travellers take the transfer. At 6 minutes there is no 

passengers move to another bus line in any case, since the transferring alternative is not 

attractive due to the much larger average total travel time.  

3.4. Choosing the bus stop from home decision 

In ity, there are always several bus stops which are close to a passenger’s origin. Hence, 

the question of finding the optimal bus stops from a set of possible ones from the start 

of the journey (from the origin zone) is always very important for every model. This is 

also one of the three cases mentioned on the section 3.1 which needs share of demand 

estimation by a discrete model. This case is the first of the three and the logit model 

used is “Discrete choice model (Logit) among distinct boarding stop areas”. Hence, stop 

choice behavior of the passengers are modeled by this model, and the prediction of the 

shares of demand is dependent on the impedance of the choices. 
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Figure 23: Example of network with choosing the first bus stop decision 

The Table 9 shows the information of the bus lines in this example. 

Table 9: Information of the bus lines 

Bus 

line 

Bus 

stop 

Headway 

(min) 

In-

vehicle 

travel 

time 

(min) 

Walk 

time 

(min) 

1 1-3 20 20 2 

2 2-3 20 20 5 

In this example, the passenger can choose between the bus line 1 – which is 2 minutes 

walking from their home or the bus line 2 – which is 5 minutes walking. There is a 

demand of 100 passengers travelling from the origin zone to the destination zone in this 

case. The two bus lines are exactly identical, but the distance from the origin zone to 

their bus stops are not the same. From the information above, we could see that the bus 

line 1 is more attractive.  The decision of the first walk line is very important in this 

example, as if the travellers choose the walk line 1 he/she will travel with the bus line 1 

and board the bus line 2 if he/she chose the walk line 2. The Access time weight factor 

(weight factor of the walking time from origin zone to the first bus stop) will have a very 

important role in this example. 

- The travellers always have full information of the headways and in-vehicle travel 

time, but if they have no information of the exact departure time at home, the 

strategy of choosing first walk line will be only based on the walk time of the two 

walk lines and their weighting factors (since the two lines are identical). 

- If the travellers have exact departure time from home, then walk time and access 

time factor is only 1 of the factors that affect the impedance. The travellers can 

predict the expected wait time and total travel time from home and choose the 

optimal bus stop and bus line. 
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The transit assignment from Visum brings the results in which the Constant interarrival 

time model, elapsed time and random departure time case has the same shares of 

demand and travel time. The Table 10 shows the simulation results of the example by 

using the 4 studied models.  

Table 10: Modeling results of the 4 studied models. 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 

Optimal Strategy 

    0.95 0.05 

 (   ) expected waiting  

time (min)  

22.15 

Constant interarrival time model, Elapsed time and Random departure time 

    0.95 0.05 

 (   ) expected waiting  

time (min)  

12.15 

As could be seen from the above table, all the 4 models show the same result in the 

share of demand between the two bus lines. The two bus lines are identical in terms of 

headway and in-vehicle time, but the access time from the origin zone to their bus stops 

are different (2 min and 5 min). According to Basic Visum 11.5 (2010), the four cases in 

Visum provide the passengers different range of information, but only from the time the 

passengers reached the bus stop. In other words, in these cases the travellers have no 

more information of the bus lines than the headway and in-vehicle time until they are at 

the first bus stop. This reason can explain sufficiently why all the four cases show the 

same share of demand to the two bus lines. Since the only difference between each 

alternative is the walking time to the first bus stop, the share of demand of the bus line 1 

could also be calculated by the formulation of the logit model, with the value of β in the 

formula (11) equal to 1. 

   
   

       
      

Hence, the share of demand of the bus line 2,        . Similar to the previous two 

cases, if the impedance weighting factors are changed, the share of demand is also 

changed. From the perceived journey time formulation, we could see that the most 

influenced factor in this case is the Access time. 

Based on the Random departure time model by using exactly the same formulation, 

Visum also provide an extension of the RDT model called the Complete information 

model. However, while the random departure time model, by default only provides the 

passenger information on departure time at the bus stop as additional information 

(compared to the Optimal Strategy and Constant interarrival time model), the Complete 

information model provides the travellers all the needed information of bus lines to the 

passengers from the beginning to the end or their journey. The Random departure time 

model, on the 4th variance, could provide the passengers the full information from the 
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first bus stop to the last bus stop. On the other hand, the Complete information model 

provides the travellers information on bus lines from their origin zones to their 

destination zones. Therefore, passenger can start planning their trip from home. This 

model reflect the case in ity where passengers check the information of their trip from 

home by using Internet or other information services, or the case the passengers are 

familiar with the trip that they can know the daily schedule of the bus lines. The two 

discrete choice models mentioned at the beginning of this chapter stands a very 

important role in this model in Visum. In the 4 previous models, the two discrete choice 

model could be used or not, but in this model these two must be used.  

The same example is simulated with the Complete information model. The results of 

modeling are provided in the Table 11. 

Table 11: Modeling results of all the five cases, includes the Complete information 

model 

 Bus line 1 Bus line 2 

Complete information 

    0.64 0.36 

E(WL*) average wait time 

(min)  

9.61 

As could be seen from the table, since the passenger have complete information from 

the time they are at home (origin zone), their travel time are reduced significantly. 

There is also noticeable number of passengers that choose the bus line 2 because when 

passengers have complete information they can choose to walk longer, but still know 

that they can reduce their total travel time by choosing the bus line 2. Different Access 

time weight factor also tested to see the changes in the percentage of passenger who 

choose the bus line 1. 

 

Figure 24: Percentage of travellers who choose the bus line 1, according to the Access 

time weight factor 
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As could be seen from the Figure 24, the larger the Access time is weighted, the more 

passengers are choosing the bus line 1. Since the passengers are provided the same 

amount of information (headway, in-vehicle time and walking time to the bus stop of 

the two bus lines), the share of demand is always the same in all the four first cases. In 

case of the Access time weight factor equal to 0, the share of demand is equal (because 

2min and 5min do not matter anymore). In other 4 cases the percentage of passengers 

fly up dramatically as the Access time weight factor increases, while in the Complete 

information case we could only see a gradually rise. The reason for it because in other 4 

cases, since the passengers have less information of the bus lines, the Access time stands 

a dramatic important role in the choice decision. In the Complete information case, 

since the travellers have complete information about all the lines, the access time in this 

case is only one of the factors that could change their decisions.  

3.5. Comparison of average travel time  

In this chapter, we have studied about the discrete choice models in Visum, the 

parameters of the choice models and the differences between the models. There is a 

hypothesis that the travellers in models would be able to reduce their average total 

travel time if they are provided with more information on the bus lines. In this section 

we will consider an example with the all possible range of information for travellers and 

both the two discrete models will be used. The 8 cases that will be compared in this 

example are: 

- Case 1: No information (Optimal Strategy model with  = 1) 

- Case 2: No information (Constant interarrival time model) 

- Case 3: Elapsed waiting time (Elapsed time model) 

- Case 4: Information on the exact departure time per stop, not available on board (RDT 
1) 

- Case 5: Information on the exact departure time per stop, also available on board (RDT 
2) 

- Case 6: Information on the exact departure time for all stops, not available on board 
(RDT 3) 

- Case 7: Information on the exact departure time for all stops, also available on board 
(RDT 4) 

- Case 8: Complete information from home (Complete information model) 

The Table 12 shows the information of the 3 bus lines in the example. 
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Table 12: Information on the bus lines. 

Bus line Bus stop Headway (min) In-vehicle travel 

time (min) 

1 1-3-6 20 20+20 

2 2-4-6 15 20+20 

3 5-6 20 10 

 

Figure 25: The final example for the 7 cases 

This example taken into consideration all possible cases for passengers’ decision 

(choosing bus stop, deciding to continue using the bus line or transferring) and all 7 

possible level of information for passengers. The bus lines and walk lines are as the 

Figure above, the walk times from the Origin 2 to the bus stop 3 and from the bus stop 6 

to the destination are ignored. All the impedance weighting factors are set as default, 

except for the transfer penalty (number of transfer) has been set as 2 minute for 

facilitating transferring. There are 100 passengers from the Origin 1 and another 100 

from the Origin 2, all of them are heading to the Destination. 

The transit assignment yield the following results 
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Figure 26: Shares of demand: Optimal Strategy case (The Origin 1 is on the left, Origin 2 

is on the right). 

The optimal strategy shows a relatively high Average total travel time and average wait 

time compared to others cases. The number of lines in the attractive lines set of each 

origin is also smaller than all other cases. Especially, in the Origin 1 we could see that 

most of the travellers choose the line 2 for their trip (because the line 2 has a smaller 

headway compared to the line 1), which is in contrast of all other cases where most of 

the passengers choose the line 1. It is clear that the Optimal Strategy show a longest 

travel time results compared to all other cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Shares of demand: case 2, 3 and 4 (Passengers from the Origin 1 are on the 

left, Origin 2 is on the right 
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The 3 cases 2nd,3rd and 4th show the same results. Most of the passengers from the 

Origin 1 choose not to take any transferring lines, and all of the passengers from the 

Origin 2 choose the line 3 for their journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Shares of demand: case 4 (Passengers from the Origin 1 are on the left, Origin 

2 is on the right  

In the Case 5 (Information on the exact departure time per stop, also available on board 

(RDT 2), the results are similar to what we have on the previous 3 cases, but the total 

average travel and wait time are reduced. This reduction could be interpreted as the 

utility of the extra information the passengers have compared to the previous cases 

(information onboard)  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Shares of demand: case 6 (Origin 1 is on the left, Origin 2 is on the right 

In the Case 6 (Information on the exact departure time for all stop, not available on 
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information onboard is the reason for the increase of travel time compared to the case 

5. However, since the travellers have the information of all the bus stops, some more 

strategies are used among the Origin 1 bus users. It means more people find these 

strategies attractive thanks to the information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Shares of demand: case 7(The Origin 1 is on the left, Origin 2 is on the right). 

The Case 6 (Information on the exact departure time for all stop, also available on board 

(RDT model) shows that the travellers could reduce their travel time significantly with 

some additional information. Although the total average wait time is higher than in the 

previous case, the Average total travel time is decreased. It means the travellers get the 

information and take the decision more wisely. All the passengers from the Origin 2 are 

still choosing the line 3 for their trips. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Shares of demand: case 8 (Passengers from the Origin 1 are on the left, Origin 

2 is on the right 
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The case 8 (Complete information) has the lowest Average total travel time and total 

average wait time. Among the travellers from the Origin 2, since they have complete 

information from home, all the lines are now used. This dramatic reduction in Average 

total travel time proves that the more information provided for travellers, the less travel 

time needed for passengers to complete their trips.  

The modeling shows that the more information the passengers in the model are 

provided, the less average travel time and average wait time it takes them to complete 

their trips. The results are illustrated and compared in the Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32: Comparison of average total travel time and average wait time between each 

model. 
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4. AVAILABLE  DATA OF STOCKHOLM URBAN AREAS 

4.1. The regional model from Visum 

The region model of Stockholm has been developed by the SL Corporation (Stockholm 

Lokaltrafik) in Visum. The purpose of the model is to simulate the future travel based on 

the existing collective traffic data. The model can reflect the effects of future traffic 

management changes and policies. The model considers combinations of different 

services in public transportation. The model is being used by the SL Corporation for 

modeling the Stockholm transit network. 

All the public transportation means of Stockholm are included in the model: Bus, metro, 

tram and city railway systems. On the previous chapters, for simplification, when 

mentioning about public transportation, the author always only mentioned buses. The 

other means of public transportation in this chapter are assumed to behave similar to 

buses, since they have the same properties in fixed route and headway or timetable. 

There are 4018 transit stops, 942 transit lines, 1394 zones and 1,943,236 OD-pairs in 

total in the model.  

The model covers all the Stockholm urban areas and also some close by destinations. 

The areas are coded by combining the area code with the 3 digits zones code code (for 

example 18180 is 18: area code: Sundbyberg + 180: zone code). Each area is one origin 

zone of the passengers in the model and has a unique travel demand. SL uses a demand 

model named SIMS, Stockholm Integrated Model System to simulate the personal travel 

within Stockholm. The core of the demand model consists of a number of mathematical 

models with the data of the traffic survey RVU86/87 (SL, 2010). The 

Model SIMS is used to produce future projections of personal travel in Stockholm. 

The region model of Stockholm has been manually calibrated by SL Corporation by 

iterative processes (Jansson, 2010). We assume this parameter settings are optimal for 

the Stockholm urban public transportation system, since this settings are being used in 

ity by the SL Corporation to model the Stockholm transit network. In this chapter, most 

of the parameters have been kept as the values in the Stockholm region model, but some 

of them have been changed. The final parameter settings are listed in the Table 13. 

Table 13: Parameters settings in the Stockholm region model by SL Corporation and in 

this study 

Parameter Value of the weighted factor 

of the Stockholm region 

model by SL Corporation 

Value of the weighted 

factor in this study 

Perceived journey time 1.0 1.0 

Number of fare points 1.0583 0 

In-vehicle time 1.0 1.0 

PuT-Aux ride time 1.0 0 

Access time 2.0 2.0 
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Egress time 2.0 2.0 

Transfer walk time 2.0 2.0 

Origin wait time 2.0 2.0 

Transfer wait time 2.0 2.0 

Number of transfer 5min 5min 

β values 0.25 0.25 

Ignore paths which have 

share below (percent) 

0.001 0.01 

Study time 6:00-9:00 AM 6:00-9:00 AM 

Where PuT-Aux ride time is the types of public transport system without timetable or 

private access system to transit systems (for example taxi). Because in headway-based 

modeling procedure, PuT-Aux ride time is not considered, this value has no impact to 

the results and has been set as zero.  Since the fare cost is also not taken into account, 

the weighted value of the value number of fare points is set to be zero.  

The values of the β value of the “Discrete choice model (Logit) among distinct boarding 

stop areas” and “Discrete choice model (Logit) between continuation of the journey and 

alighting” (see formula (7)) are identical and equal to 0.25. On route search setting, the 

paths which have the share smaller than 1% (the value of the factor is 0.01) are set to be 

ignored.  The default value of this factor is 0.1 %, but it has been increased to 1% for 

reducing computation time. The model simulates the transit travels from 6:00 to 9:00 

AM. 

4.2. The GIS-maps  

The ArcGIS map file consists of the municipality and SAMS area map of the Stockholm 

region and also the whole Sweden. However, the SAMS area map which is used in the 

survey and the map which was used in the Visum model are located in two different 

layers. The first layer has the same type of area coding as the RES 05/06 survey data, 

while the second layer labels the area similar to the way of area coding in the regional 

model from Visum. The two layers have been joined by the “Union” function from the 

ArcGIS into a new layer for facilitating the comparison between Visum modeling results 

and the survey data. The each combined area has both the two codes from the two 

systems: SAMS (Small Area Market Statistics) and from regional model from Visum.  

The sizes of the areas in the map depend on their location. The areas in the center of 

cities (e.g. Stockholm) have noticeably smaller sizes than the area outside the center. 

The Figure 33 shows part of the map: the Stockholm urban area. 
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Figure 33: The Stockholm urban area (generated from the ArcGIS map) 

4.3. The survey data from citizens of Stockholm urban area (RES2005/2006) 

The interview data is a survey that was conducted in late 2005 – beginning of 2006. The 

survey is conducted by the National Institute for Transport and Communications 

Analysis, SIKA and the interview process conducted by Statistics Sweden, SCB, on behalf 

of SIKA. The long-term purpose of the survey is getting the needed data 

to improve traffic in terms of travel time, accessibility and road safety, as well 

as reducing the bad impacts of traffic on the environment. The interviews were 

conducted in form of phone interviews. The interviewee firsts received a notification of 

the call with some brief descriptions of the survey and a kind of “diary” for helping them 

remember all their trips for 1 day. They had to answer all the questions by themselves 

on the phone, which means no representatives could help them answering and even 

children had to answer themselves, with their parents or guardians accepts. The 

answers are protected by the Swedish Privacy Act and Official Secrets Act and would 

not be disclosed to the public. 

For the purpose of the survey, it is essential know the details of the addresses where the 

respondent is in or traveling to or from. Full addresses were collected from the 

respondents and coded to the so-called SAMS areas. Sweden is divided into around 

9000 such areas in which each one is located entirely within a municipality's borders. 

Most addresses were automatically coded immediately during the interview by using 

the registry which is integrated in the survey system. The addresses that had not been 
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encoded automatically during the interview could be manually coded after the survey.  

For manual coding of addresses in Sweden, the Statistics Sweden had developed an 

independent system for manually encoding the address in Sweden for all the addresses 

that could not be automatically archived during the interview. 

The questions on the survey were some personal information and questions related to 

travelling trips and purposes of the interviewees. The questionnaire consists of a large 

amount of control information, which controls the respondent’s way through the survey 

based on how he/she answered the previous questions. For instance, the respondents  

would be asked some questions related to his work if he answered he was doing a job, 

and asked about his school if he answered he was still going to school. 

The respondent was supposed to give an oral report of the trips he made during the 

studied day. This information is divided into 3 level of trip information: the Main trip, 

the Part of trip and the Trip Element. The Figure 34 illustrates an example of the three 

level of trip information. 

 

Figure 34: An example of a respondent’s transportation activity during the studied day 

The Main trip information answers the question: “Where did you start your day in the 

morning, and where did you end your day in the afternoon?” In this example, the Main 

trip origin is home at 6:00 AM and the destination is home at 5:00 PM. Since this level of 

information is normally outside the studied time from 6:00 to 9:00 AM of our study, it is 

not so interested in our analysis. The Part of trip information answers the question: 

“Where exactly did you go?” In this example, during the 6:00 – 9:00 AM studied time, the 

respondent went to work from home to his office. Each Part of trip is considered similar 

to a journey in the model, since it is from an origin to a destination and it is usually a 

combination of several means of transport to travel to the destination. The Trip element 

information answers the question: “How did you travel in the trip mentioned in the Part 
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of trip information?” As in the Figure 34, we could see that the Trip element is the 

walking trip from home to the bus stop, the in-vehicle trip by bus between the bus stops 

and the walking trip from the final bus stop to the office. In the Table 14, we listed the 

available information of each type of trip on the survey data. 

Table 14: Information available for each type of trip on the survey RES2005/2006 

Information Main trip Part of trip Trip element 

Number of the observation X X X 

Distance of trip X X X 

Mode of travel X X X 

Start point and End point of trip X X  

Start time and End time of trip X X  

As could be seen from the Table 14, for the trip element, there is no information on the 

location and time of the start and end point of the respondent’s trip element. Note that 

on the trip element level, the distance of trip includes both the walking and in-vehicle 

distance.  From the available information on the types of trips, we could see that the 

information on travel time, travel distance, in-vehicle distance and the number of 

transfers could be used for the comparison with the model outputs. 

The respondents of the survey vary among age, sex, occupancy, etc. Among them, only 

1240 respondents use public transport within the Stockholm urban area. These data 

have been extracted by taking all the observations with Trip element is Bus, Tram, 

Metro, City Railway and Walk and both the Origin and Destination of the trips are inside 

Stockholm area. The survey data has been cleaned to remove the observations that are 

out of study time and those are not considered as urban trips. Since the Visum model 

only takes into consideration the period between 6:00 to 9:00 AM, all the survey data 

that out of this period has been removed. 4 observations which have total length of 

more than 100 km are out of the study scope (urban trips which are shorter than 100 

km) and removed from the data pool. 12 more incomplete (lack some information) 

observations were also deleted. Finally, there are 354 survey observations from 6:00 to 

9:00 Am which are chosen. One observation is one trip between an origin to a 

destination which was recorded in the survey data.  

For comparing the survey data to the modeling results, the 354 survey observations are 

considered as the total demand of 354 and 354 observations means 354 trips in the 

network.  Most OD-pairs have only one observation between them, these OD-pairs are 

considered having the demand of one traveller. Some OD-pairs have several 

observations and they are considered having the demand of 2, 3, or 5 or more similar to 

the number of observations between their origin and destination.  
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5. MODELING OF THE STOCKHOLM URBAN NETWORK 
 

In Chapter 3, we analyzed several example networks using the four studied models and 

also the 5th option on the Visum program – the complete information model. The 

modeling results reflect the utility of information on the travellers’ decision – the more 

information they have, the less travel time it would take them to complete their 

journeys.  

In this chapter, the modeling results from the models will be compared to the traffic 

data from the RES2005/2006 survey. The results will be analyzed to find a model which 

provides the results closest to the traffic data.  

5.1. Measures to compare the modeling results to the survey data.  

From the survey data it could be noted that most of the OD pairs have only one 

observation, or just a few observations between them. The Visum model, on the other 

hand, simulate all the possible strategies to travel from the origin to the destination, and 

only without the strategy which has the share of demand less than 1% of the total 

demand. Hence, while we have only 354 trips in the survey data, there are 11,279,814 

trips which are created in the Visum model. Hence, the aggregated values such as the 

sum of travel time or the sum of travel distance of all the passengers cannot be used for 

comparison, as the demand from the model and from the survey are not identical. The 

comparison of one trip is also not interested. The chosen route in the survey data is 

picked by the respondent, and probably the best one among his/her options. One trip in 

the model is simply one alternative that can take the passenger to the destination. Thus, 

the chosen comparison level is on the OD-pair level. The information of one, several or 

all the OD-pairs from the survey data will be compared to the same type of information 

from the same OD-pairs from the modeling results.  

The chosen measure to compare the survey data to the modeling results is the weighted 

average value of all the alternatives in the model and the weighted value of all 

observations in the survey, from the same OD-pair. There are two reasons that the 

author chooses this measure. Firstly, because the demands of each OD-pair in the model 

and in the survey data are not the same, the weighted average value would allow us to 

compare the results. Secondly, the weighted average value is effectively reflecting the 

average travel time or distance of a random passenger travelling from the origin to the 

destination.  

As mentioned in the last chapter, the information related to transportation in the survey 

RES2005/2006 is divided into information of 3 level of information: Main trip, Part of 

trip and Trip element. On Trip elements level, there is no information on the location 

and time of the start and end point of the respondent’s trip element. Hence, only the 

distance of each Trip element is taken into consideration. However, since the Trip 

element is the most detailed level of information, it allowed us to extract the in-vehicle 

distance information from the survey data to compare with the in-vehicle distance 

modeling results. Since the number of transfers can also be extracted from the survey 
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data, this value will also be compared with the model outputs. The Part of trips will be 

the main type of trip that we are analyzing in this chapter. The travel time and distance 

of each Part of trip in the survey will be analyzed and compared with the model results. 

Since each Part of trip is considered as a trip, the weighted average value of the trips 

from an OD-pair in the survey data will be compared to the weighted average value of 

the trips from the same OD-pair in the Visum model.  

The difference between modeling results and survey data observations is measured by 

root mean square error (RMSE). The RMSE between them is calculated by the formula 

(8), with    is the weighted average modeling results of the i OD-pair from the Visum 

model, Si is the weighted average of survey observations’ data of the same OD-pair and n 

is the number of OD-pair which is studied.  

    (   )  √   (   )  √ ((   ) )  √
∑ (     ) 
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In case of    could be calculated by the formulas in the Table 15. 

Table 15: Calculation formulas of the weighted average values in the model and survey 

data. 
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Where     is the generalized expected travel time,    is the expected total travel 

distance,     is the in-vehicle travel distance,     is the number of transfer of the trip i 

and    is the share of the trip i in the total OD-pair demand (equal to the trip demand 

divided to the total demand). The share   , travel time     and travel distance    of the 

survey data are taken from the Part of trip level, while in-vehicle travel distance     is 

taken from the Trip element level of information. The model would simulate the ity 

better if the value of    as close to the value of    as possible.  

In this chapter, the modeling results from Visum and the  Stockholm traffic data from 

the RES2005/2006 survey will be compared in small, medium and large scale network 

(1 random OD-pair, 10 random OD-pairs at the city center and the whole Stockholm 

network, respectively). 
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5.2. Comparison in of a single OD-pair. 

In this section, an OD-pair at the center of Stockholm is selected by hand to compare the 

modeling results of the Visum models with the  survey observation. The idea of this 

comparison is not to find which is the best model (smallest RMSE), but to describe 

which information is available, how the information is formulated in the model and in 

the survey data, and how the comparison is carried out.  

Table 16 shows the available modeling results from Visum. The table lists 2 modeling 

alternatives to travel from origin O1 to destination D1.  

Table 16: Sample of modeling results from Visum 

Origin Destination Path 

Path 

leg Demand 

From 

Stop 

To 

Stop Items 

Travel 

time Wait time 

Distance  

(km) 

O1 D1 1  0.013 S1 S2  1579s 401s 3.18 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 221s 0.38 

   2  S1 S3 Transit line 1 258s 0s 0.68 

   3  S3 S3 Transfer 0s 180s 0 

   4  S3 S2 Transit line 2 516s 0s 1.94 

   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 2  0.013 S1 S2  1579s 401s 3.18 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 221s 0.38 

   2  S1 S3 Transit line 3 258s 0s 0.68 

   3  S3 S3 Transfer 0s 180s 0 

   4  S3 S2 Transit line 2 516s 0s 1.94 

   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 3  0.004 S1 S2  1588s 436s 3.18 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S4 Transit line 4 84s 0s 0.32 

   3  S4 S5 Transfer 58s 174s 0.08 

   4  S5 S2 Transit line 2 606s 0s 2.22 

   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 4  0.003 S1 S2  1642s 442s 3.29 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S6 Transit line 4 132s 0s 0.43 

   3  S6 S5 Transfer 58s 180s 0.08 

   4  S5 S2 Transit line 2 606s 0s 2.22 

   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 5  0.002 S1 S2  1649s 442s 3.85 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S7 Transit line 4 372s 0s 2.14 

   3  S7 S8 Transfer 209s 180s 0.29 

   4  S8 S2 Transit line 2 222s 0s 0.86 
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   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 6  0.006 S1 S2  1427s 423s 3.65 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S9 Transit line 4 432s 0s 2.49 

   3  S9 S9 Transfer 0s 161s 0 

   4  S9 S2 Transit line 2 168s 0s 0.6 

   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 7  0.002 S1 S2  1361s 387s 3.63 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S9 Transit line 4 432s 0s 2.49 

   3  S9 S9 Transfer 0s 125s 0 

   4  S9 S2 Transit line 5 138s 0s 0.58 

   5  S2  
Destination 
connector 130s 0s 0.18 

O1 D1 8  0.006 S1 S10  1628s 262s 4.42 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S10 Transit line 4 660s 0s 3.44 

   3  S10  
Destination 
connector 432s 0s 0.6 

O1 D1 9  0.001 S1 S11  1590s 380s 4.64 

   1   S1 Origin connector 274s 262s 0.38 

   2  S1 S10 Transit line 4 660s 0s 3.44 

   3  S10 S10 Transfer 0s 118s 0 

   4  S10 S11 Transit line 6 96s 0s 0.57 

   5  S11  
Destination 
connector 180s 0s 0.25 

 

The Ox, Dx and Sx is the origin, destination and stop point, respectively. The Origin and 

Destination connector is the journey from the origin to the first transit stop and from the 

last transit stop to the destination. Transit line x is the in-vehicle journey between the 

transit lines and Transfer is the walking journey to transfer from a transit line to 

another one. Each time there is a Transfer row in the model outputs, we know that there 

is one transfer in that alternative. The value in the Demand column is the  demand. In 

order to calculate the share of each alternative, the demand of each alternative will be 

divided by the total demand. The Table 16 shows 9 available traveling alternatives from 

O1 to D1, for the RDT 1 model. The average total travel time of the 9 alternatives is 1562 

seconds, and the average total travel distance is 3465.8 m.  

 

The available survey data are listed in the Table 17. The observation is a trip from 

Origin O1 to Destination D1 of a respondent with the identification X1. On the 

observation, the traveler walk 0.2 km from origin zone O1 to the bus stop, take a bus of 

3 km, a metro of 2 km and finally walk 0.25 km from the second bus stop to the 

destination D1.  
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Table 17: Survey data for 1 OD-pair O1-D1 

ID Part of trip Trip element Distance Element Trip type Origin Destination Distance  End time Start time 

X1 1 1 0.2 Walk O1 D1 5.3 800 730 

X1 1 2 3 Bus O1 D1 5.3 800 730 

X1 1 3 2 Metro O1 D1 5.3 800 730 

X1 1 4 0.1 Walk O1 D1 5.3 800 730 

 

The total travel time of the observation is 30 mins, equal to 1800 seconds, and the total 

travel distance is 5.3 km = 5300 m 

Hence, the RMSE of total travel time and travel distance could be calculated. In which, M 

is the value of modeling result and S is the value of survey data.  

         √
(           ) 

 
 

          √
(             ) 

 
 

From the Table 17, it could also be seen that the distance element is available in the 

survey data. It means we could find the walking and in-vehicle distance of the 

passengers in the survey data. These values are also available in the modeling results.  

It could be noted that the passengers in the model start their trip from the centre of 

their origin zone. For example, two travellers from the same origin zone will probably 

start their trip from the same point. On the other hand, the passengers in ity start their 

trips from their origin place, which could be any point within the origin zone. Therefore, 

the walking distance from the model could be relatively different to the survey data. The 

in-vehicle distance is chosen as the third item for comparison as it could reflect the 

different in route choice decision between the survey data and the model output. RMSE 

of total in-vehicle distance could be calculated. 

               √
(       ) 

 
 

 

The last measure for comparison is the number of transfer. The number of transfer 

could be found at the Trip element level in the survey and the weighted average number 

of transfer could be calculated by the formula in the Table 15. RMSE of number of 

transfer could be calculated. As could be seen from the Table 18, there is 1 transfer in 

the only one trip of this OD-pair in the survey data.  

             √
(               ) 

 
 

The Table 18 shows the RMSE of total travel time and travel distance between the 

modeling results and survey data of 8 studied models 
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Table 18: RMSE of 7 models 

                                                

Optimal Strategy 1517 796 353 0.22 

Constant 

Interarrival time 

1576 734 366 0.1 

Elapsed wait time 1604 752 338 0.06 

RDT 1 1574 735 340 0.12 

RDT 2 1579 739.5 364 0.1 

RDT 3 1574 727.5 367 0.12 

RDT 4 1579 739.5 364 0.2 

Complete 

information 

1635 725 372 0.2 

5.3. Comparison of the whole Stockholm network 

In large scale comparison, the average value of total travel time and total travel distance 

from the Visum modeling results are compared with the survey data. The comparison of 

the in-vehicle travel distance and number of transfer require the information on the 

Trip element level, which makes it impossible to find a weighted average value of the 

whole Stockholm network. Thus, only the RMSE of travel time and travel distance will 

be used for comparison. As there are only 1 average value for total travel time and 1 

value for total travel distance, the RMSEs can be calculated by the following formulas: 

         √
(                           ) 

 
 

          √
(                             ) 

 
 

 

Where               is the weighted average travel time and                travel 

distance of a passenger in the model. It reflects the average expected travel time and 

distance of a random passenger in the model. The values of              , 

               can be calculated by the similar to formulas to calculate     in the Table 

15.   

              ∑      

 

 

               ∑     

 

 

All the alternatives in the model are part of the calculation. Hence, in the above two formulas i 

varies from 1 to more than 11,000,000 (number of alternatives in each model). 
Similarity,                              is the average expected travel time and travel 

distance of a random passenger in the survey data. They can be calculated by the 

following formulas. 
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              ∑      

 

 

               ∑     

 

 

All the observations in the survey data are included. Hence, in the above two formulas i 

varies from 1 to 354. 

 

Table 19: Comparison in large scale 

 

                    

Optimal Strategy 999.92 
 

5953.3 
 

Constant Interarrival 

time 

717.92 
 

5125.3 
 

Elapsed wait time 453.92 
 

4798.3 
 

RDT 1 639.92 
 

4940.3 
 

RDT 2 619.92 
 

4947.3 
 

RDT 3 621.92 
 

4919.3 
 

RDT 4 578.92 
 

4916.3 
 

Complete 

information 

525.92 
 

4928.3 
 

 

The Figure 35, 36 shows the comparison of RMSE in travel time and travel distance 

between 8 models 
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Figure 35: RMSE in travel time comparison between 8 models 

 

 
 

Figure 36: RMSE in travel distance comparison between 8 models 

As could be seen from the Figures 35, 36 and the Table 20, the Elapsed wait time model 

shows the less RMSE compared to all the other models. It means in modeling of the 

whole Stockholm transit network, the Elapsed wait time model shows the most accurate 

results compared to the survey data. The Optimal strategy shows the highest RMSE of 

all, with a noticeable gap to all other models. The four RDT models show similar RMSE 
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which is just a little higher than the result from the Complete information model. The 

Constant interarrival model stands in the second highest RMSE position. We could 

conclude from the comparison of large scale network that in modeling of the whole 

Stockholm transit network, the Elapsed wait time model is the model with less 

inaccuracy and the Optimal Strategy shows the highest RMSE than all other models. 

However, while there are only 354 trips in the survey data, there are more than 

11,000,000 alternatives in the model. There are only 203 OD-pairs in the survey data, 

but the model has more than 1,900,000 OD-pairs. Thus, most of the trips which are 

created by the model have no similar trip in the survey data. This comparison, 

therefore, does not have very high value. It could be better if we could compare the 203 

OD-pairs from the survey with the same 203 OD-pairs in the model. However, this 

comparison would take an unlimited amount of work and computation time and cannot 

be done unless an automatic data mining method is found.  

 

Figure 37: Comparison of weighted average travel time from model output and 

from survey data 

The Figure 37 shows that in our calculation, all the model predict higher weighted 

average travel time than the data from the survey. Since the Optimal Strategy predicts 

the highest weighted average travel time, the different between its modeling results to 

the survey data is the highest. The different between how the model works and the ity 

could be the reason for this comparison result. While the  traveller in the survey 

normally chooses only the best alternative to travel, the model simulates all the possible 

alternatives, includes the ones with large average travel time. The problem is even more 

severe at the outer zones (further to the Stockholm center area), where the trips are 

longer, that lead to the larger differences between the survey data and model outputs. 
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The average weighted travel distance modeling results also are all higher than the value 

from the survey data. 

5.4. Comparison of 10 OD-pairs at Stockholm central area 

The comparison of the whole system in the previous section is considered as low value, 

since the numbers of OD-pairs are very different. In this section, we compare the same 

number of OD-pairs and choose the OD-pairs which are similar to each other. As 

Stockholm is large metropolitan area with different type of topology, citizen and transit 

systems, in order to model an area with similar conditions for most of the respondent, 

the center area of Stockholm has been chosen to analyze in this section. The area near 

the central station of Stockholm is also a very important area in transportation, which 

needs to be accurately modeled. Moreover, choosing the sample from the same area 

where the OD-pairs are analogously would maintain the randomness of the comparison.  

The center of Stockholm has been picked by SAMS area code. The SAMS area code is 

formed in a way:  Province code + Area code + 4 digits zones code (for example 

1800001 is 1: Stockholm + 80: Area: Stockholm central area + 0001: zone code). The 

central area of Stockholm has the Area code 80 and named Stockholm itself. Hence, all 

the observations which has SAMS area code begin with 180 has been chosen. These 

observations have both the origin and destination is inside the Stockholm central area 

(the area code 80 in both the two zones). In Figure 38, the center of Stockholm is the 

area in blue border.  

 

Figure 38: Central area of Stockholm (generated from the ArcGIS map) 
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In this medium scale comparison, 10 OD-pairs at the center of Stockholm have been 

picked by hand from. These 10 OD-pairs have been chosen from the 32 observations in 

the center of Stockholm from 6:00 to 9:00 in survey data. The only criteria to form this 

32 observations subset is their origin and destination must both within the Stockholm 

central area. The sampling method is simple random sampling without replacement 

(Yates et al, 2008.). Since there are more OD-pairs in the model than in the survey data, 

the OD-pairs have been picked from the survey data and then the same OD-pairs would 

be picked from the model outputs.  

The RMSE between the average of total travel time and travel distance of modeling 

results and survey data have been calculated. Because there are 10 OD-pairs that have 

been compared, the RMSEs are found by the following formulas. The total observations 

in the center of Stockholm from 6:00 to 9:00 in survey data is 32 trips. Therefore, our 

sample covered 31.25% of the observations.   

         √
∑ (           ) 

  
   

  
 

          √
∑ (             ) 

  
   

  
 

               √
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             √
∑ (               ) 

  
   

  
 

The Table 20 shows the RMSE of total travel time and travel distance between the 

modeling results and survey data of 8 studied models. 

Table 20: Comparison in medium scale 

                                                

Optimal Strategy 956.856 2409.59 2441.562 0.361992 

Constant 

Interarrival time 
1024.43 2551.2 2552.538 0.320294 

Elapsed wait 

time 
1050.33 2580.32 2568.786 0.314556 

RDT 1 1028.44 2550.37 2547.806 0.321465 

RDT 2 1031.25 2552.4 2559.43 0.323255 

RDT 3 1027.49 2546.27 2547.887 0.32058 

RDT 4 1031.97 2543.23 2547.337 0.326692 

Complete 

information 
1045.91 2568.75 2582.501 0.321691 

The Figure 39, 40, 41 and 42 shows the comparisons in RMSE between the 8 models 
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Figure 39: RMSE of travel time comparison between the 8 models 

 

Figure 40: RMSE of travel distance comparison between 8 models 
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Figure 41: RMSE of in-vehicle travel distance comparison between 8 models 

 

Figure 42: RMSE of number of transfers comparison between 8 models 

The comparisons of travel time, travel distance, in-vehicle travel distance and number 

of transfers show that the Optimal Strategy model has the lowest RMSE compared to all 
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results in terms of RMSE. The Complete information and the Elapsed wait time model 

shows the largest RMSE of all in the first 3 RMSE comparisons. The figures and RMSE 

values show the relatively similar relation between the RMSE of each model compare to 

the survey data. The four RMSE comparisons suggest that the Optimal Strategy is the 

model which provides most accurate modeling in city center area of Stockholm. 

Therefore, the Optimal Strategy is the recommended model for the same type of large 

city central area modeling. The Elapsed wait time and the Complete information model 

are the ones with less accuracy in this case.  

 

Figure 43: Comparison of weighted average travel time from the model and from the 

survey data 

The Figure 43 shows that in our calculation in the weighted average travel time, the 8 

models provided lower weighted average travel time and weighted average travel 

distance than the survey data. This comparison is the opposite of what we have found in 

the previous section’s comparison (see Figure 37). The reason for that could be because 

in this analysis, all the trips are short, with both origin and destination is within the 

Stockholm center area. Hence, in this 10 OD-pairs comparison, the model predicts lower 

travel time than the value in the survey data. 

The comparison of the output value of weighted average travel distance and in-vehicle 

distance to the survey data is the similar to the comparison of travel time. In the 

number of transfer comparison, the Optimal Strategy predicts less transferring than all 

other models and therefore, has the simulation closest to the survey data. 

Another interesting fact to be pointed out, is from the Figure 38 and 44, we could see 

that the relation of the prediction from the 8 models are similar. The Optimal Strategy 
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always provides highest weighted average travel time and the Elapsed wait time 

provides the lowest. From this fact, we predict that if the model parameters settings 

could be changed to appropriate values, the relation between the model outputs are still 

the same, and all the models could provide closer result to the survey data. This will be 

verified in the next section on the sensitivity analysis.  

5.5. Sensitivity analysis of the models parameters 

The large scale Stockholm comparisons show that the Optimal Strategy is the model 

with highest RMSE and the Elapsed wait time is the model with lowest RMSE. The 

comparisons of 10 OD-pairs at the center of Stockholm on the other hand, show the 

opposite result. Hence, a sensitivity analysis of the weighted parameters in the models 

is needed to see if the relations of the RMSEs of the models are still the same after we 

change the parameters. Moreover, after sensitivity analysis we would know whether or 

not we could minimize the RMSEs by calibrating the models.   

In this section, the models will be run again with one parameter changed each time. The 

new RMSEs will be calculated and the model results will be compared to the survey 

data. For simplification, the comparison of the whole Stockholm network will be carried 

out and the RMSE of average weighted travel time and distance will be used for 

comparison. The RMSEs of average weighted travel time and distance are calculated by 

the formulas similar to the ones in 5.3. 

         √
(                           ) 

 
 

          √
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Sensitivity analysis step 1: Origin wait time (2.0 to 3.0) 

The first parameter to be changed is the Origin wait time, from the previous value of 2.0 

to the new value of 3.0. This parameter is chosen because it is very important in both 

route choice and route search decision of the passengers, as it is the weighted value of 

the waiting time. As we rate the wait time higher, the passenger in the model would 

tend to choose a faster line instead of stay waiting at the transit stop. This parameter 

change is expected to provide less weighted average travel time than the original 

parameter setting and therefore, might lower the RMSE of time.  
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Table 21 listed the RMSE of weighted average travel time of a random passenger in the 

model compared to a random one in the survey data. As could be seen from the table, 

the RMSEs of most of the models have been reduced. 

Table 21: RMSE of weighted average travel time of the 8 models compared to the survey 

data – before and after parameter changing. 

  After Before 

OS 1006.92 999.92 
Constant interarrival 
time 689.92 717.92 

Elapsed wait time 392.92 453.92 

RDT 1 635.92 639.92 

RDT 2 614.92 619.92 

RDT 3 612.92 618.92 

RDT 4 571.92 578.92 

Complete information 520.92 525.92 

 

Figure 44: Comparison of RMSE of weighted average travel time before and after the 

parameter changing. 

The Table 21 and Figure 44 show that the relations between the models’ outputs are 

still similar to previous simulation. The Elapsed wait time model still provide the lowest 

RMSE and the Optimal Strategy model has the highest RMSE of all. The RMSE of the 7 
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later models are slightly reduced, while the RMSE of the Optimal Strategy model 

experienced a small increase. The comparison of RMSE before and after the Oringin wait 

time weight factor changed from 2.0 to 3.0 are described in Table 22 and Figure 45. 

Table 22: Comparison of RMSE of travel distance before and after the parameter 

changing. 

  After Before 

OS 5730.3 5953.3 
Constant interarrival 
time 5171.3 5125.3 

Elapsed wait time 4826.3 4798.3 

RDT 1 5035.3 4940.3 

RDT 2 5085.3 4947.3 

RDT 3 4971.3 4919.3 

RDT 4 4925.3 4916.3 

Complete information 5029.3 4928.3 

 

Figure 45: Comparison of RMSE of weighted average travel distance before and after the 

parameter changing. 
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the model predict the travel time worse than before. It is possible that when we 

increase the weight of the origin waiting time, the passengers in the model tend to 

choose longer transit lines in order to avoid waiting, and the weighted average travel 

distance has been raised. Since this value is already higher than the weighted average 

travel distance from the survey data, the RMSE is increased. Even when the RMSE of 

weighted average travel time has been reduced, this is not a good direction for 

calibration of the parameter settings. On the other hand, it could be noted that while the 

7 later models experienced an increase in RMSE of travel distance, the Optimal Strategy 

model shows a decrease. Hence, in this parameter sensitivity analysis 1, the Optimal 

Strategy model behaves in the opposite way of the others.  

This sensitivity analysis shows that the relations between the RMSE of the models are 

still the same after the models’ parameter changed. In the next sensitivity analysis step, 

another parameter will be changed to reduce the RMSE of all the models. 

Sensitivity analysis step 2: Keep the Origin wait time (at 3.0), change the In-vehicle 

time from 1.0 to 2.0 

The Origin wait time is kept at 3.0 for reducing the weighted average travel time. The 

weight factor of the In-vehicle time parameter has been changed from 1.0 to 2.0. As we 

weight the In-vehicle travel time more, the passengers tend to choose faster transit lines 

and the generalized travel time and travel distance are reduced. The Table 23 and 

Figure 46 show the comparison of RMSE of weighted average travel time from the 

original parameter settings, sensitivity analysis 1 and sensitivity analysis 2. 

Table 23: Comparison of RMSE of travel time between the origin parameter settings and 

sensitivity analysis 1 and 2 

  Origin 
Sensitivity 
1 Sensitivity 2 

OS 999.92 1006.92 954.92 
Constant interarrival 
time 717.92 689.92 639.92 

Elapsed wait time 453.92 392.92 344.92 

RDT 1 639.92 635.92 592.92 

RDT 2 619.92 614.92 563.92 

RDT 3 618.92 612.92 558.92 

RDT 4 578.92 571.92 521.92 

Complete information 525.92 520.92 490.92 
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Figure 46: Comparison of RMSE of weighted average travel time of the origin parameter 

settings, the sensitivity analysis 1 and 2. 

The Table 24 and Figure 47 show the comparison of RMSE of weighted average travel 

distance from the original parameter settings, sensitivity analysis 1 and sensitivity 

analysis 2. 

Table 24: Comparison of RMSE of travel distance between the origin parameter settings 

and sensitivity analysis 1 and 2 

 
Origin Sensivity 1 Sensivity 2 

OS 5953.30 5730.30 5660.30 
Constant interarrival 
time 5125.30 5171.30 4842.30 

Elapsed wait time 4798.30 4826.30 4497.30 

RDT 1 4940.30 5035.30 4661.30 

RDT 2 4947.30 5085.30 4717.30 

RDT 3 4919.30 4971.30 4626.30 

RDT 4 4916.30 4925.30 4537.30 

Complete information 4928.30 5029.30 4647.30 
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Figure 47: Comparison of RMSE of weighted average travel time of the origin parameter 

settings, the sensitivity analysis 1 and 2. 

The comparisons of RMSE of weighted average travel time and distance show that the 

relations of the RMSE of the models are still similar to the previous model runs. It 

means that we could conclude that the Elapsed wait time is the most accurate model in 

the whole Stockholm network simulation, and the Optimal Strategy is the best model in 

Stockholm center area modeling, because when we change the parameter, their RMSEs 

are still the lowest. Hence, the Elapsed wait time model is recommended for the 

modeling of the whole Stockholm network, and the Optimal Strategy is recommended 

for the modeling of the center area of Stockholm. These results could give an initial 

suggestion for the same type of modeling in large metropolitan area, in the same type of 

public transportation network.  

The figures 46, 47 and Table 23, 24 also show that by changing the model’s parameter, 

we can reduce the RMSE, especially in the sensitivity analysis 2. The measures that we 

proposed here: the RMSE of weighted average of travel time, travel distance, in-vehicle 

travel time and number of transfers could be effectively used for calibration. If the 

RMSEs could be minimized through changing the model parameters, it means the model 

is reflecting the public transportation network better, and then we can stop the 

calibration. Thus, the proposed calibration direction is to reduce the RMSEs of the 

models.  
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6. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

6.1. Discussion on the example networks 

The 4 types of model mentioned in the Chapter 2 provide the travellers different range 

of information, from no information (Optimal Strategy and Constant interarrival time 

model) to exact departure time (RDT case). These four models’ formulations could 

sufficiently model the route choices of the travellers and predict the travel time and 

distance. However, in many cases such as when the traveller is still at the origin zone, 

travelling with a bus or when they can take a transfer line which may only be reached 

by walking; these models need to be supported by two discrete models (Logit) provided 

by Visum (Basics Visum 11.5, 2010). The program prediction is not based on 

observations (assume that the passenger stays at a bus stop and choose the best one of 

the arriving bus), but based on estimations (calculating the probability of choosing an 

alternative). The estimations are conducted by two discrete models: “Discrete choice 

model (Logit) among distinct boarding stop areas” and “Discrete choice model (Logit) 

between continuation of the journey and alighting” (User’s manual Visum 11.5, 2010).  

According to Basic Visum 11.5 (2010), the travellers’ decision on route choice, boarding 

or getting off the bus line can be modeled as a sequence of separated decisions. These  

decisions can be based on observations (such as in the first four cases – Optimal 

strategy, Constant interarrival time model, Elapsed time and Random departure time 

that we studied in section 2) or estimations. The estimations are based on the value of 

impedance, which is the generalized cost of each strategy from the origin to the 

destination. The impedance consists of all the cost (travel time and fare cost) multiplied 

by their weight factor. 

On the examples on the chapter 3, we could see the impact of those weighted factors to 

the route choice (share of demand).  On all the examples, the more information the 

model provides the travellers, the less average weighted generalized travel time it will 

take them for completing their journey. In other words, all examples show that in the 

RDT case the passengers need less average travel time than all other 3 cases, while the 

Optimal Strategy’s passengers always need the longest time to reach the destination. 

The Visum program also supports another model of travellers’ information: the 

Complete information model. This model provides the passengers complete information 

of all the bus lines and bus stops from the beginning of their journey (from the origin 

zone to the destination zone). For the first four models (Optimal strategy, Constant 

interarrival time model, Elapsed time and Random departure time), there are options of 

modeling the passengers’ decision by its formulation (observations) or by the discrete 

(logit) models. In the Complete information model, the travellers’ decisions are always 

estimated by the two discrete models for modeling the route search and route choice of 

passengers. It reflects the ity case when the travellers check the information for their 

trips on Internet before travelling, or the case of experienced travellers who use the 

same bus route every day. In the simple examples of the Chapter 2, more information 
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for travellers does not mean less total travel time. However, the much complicated 

examples in the chapter 3 prove that if the model provides more information for the 

passengers, they will need less time to reach their desired destination. This conclusion 

is helpful in the case we simulate of the public transportation network and find the 

average weighted generalized travel time is different to the travel time in reality, 

another model could be used for reducing the error. For example, after using the RDT1 

model for simulation and find the average generalized travel time is lower than the  

average travel time, we could choose the Optimal Strategy model for another simulation 

to provide a closer modeling result to the  data.  

The overview of the 4 main modeling approaches, 8 different models and the finding on 

the expected generalized travel time of each model answer the research question 1 

“What are main approaches of public transportation modeling?” 

6.2. Discussion on comparison of  data 

The comparison between the modeling results and the survey data shows the 

differences between the passengers’ decision in Visum model and in reality. Without 

asking about the quality of the survey, there are four main differences between the 

survey data and the model output. 

Firstly, the passengers’ decision in the models follow the same rule, the passengers 

always try to minimize the total travel time given the range of information they have. On 

the other hand on reality, a passenger could choose a traveling strategy based on 

his/her personal reasons, such as habit route, sightseeing, etc.   

Secondly, all the passengers in a particular model’s set up have the same level of trip 

information (e.g. in Optimal Strategy they only have the information of headway and 

travel time of the bus lines). The respondents of the survey have different knowledge on 

the information of the bus lines. Hence, the travellers in the survey data make decisions 

individually, while the travellers in the model make the same pattern decision.  

Thirdly, the travellers in the model always start their trip from the center point of their 

origin zones and end their trips at the center point of the destination zones. In reality, 

the origin and destination place could be anywhere inside the origin and destination 

zone. Because the zones are large (more than a few kilometers square), the differences 

in travel distance and time between the survey data and the model output can be 

relatively large.  

Fourthly, another reason for the differences between the model outputs and the traffic 

data could be the exclusion of the transit fares in this study. In the scope of this study, 

we decided that the only focus would be only comparing the modeling results to the 

survey data to find which the most accurate modeling approach is, and not trying to 

calibrate any model to match the outputs and the traffic data. The impacts of transit 

fares into comparisons could be also included in the future studies of this dissertation. 
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Last but not least, while the travellers in the model are assumed to reach the bus stops 

in a uniformly distribution, regardless of the time schedule of their bus, the  travellers 

may start their trip and make decisions given a certain public transport schedule. For 

example, passengers in reality can stay at home and travel to the bus stop just a few 

minutes before their buses arrive.  

Four different measures have been found to compare the model outputs to the survey 

data. They are the RMSE of weighted average travel time, travel distance, in-vehicle 

travel distance and number of transfer. The measures could be used for calibrating the 

regional public transportation model of Stockholm in Visum. Our sensitivity analyses 

suggest that the parameters could be calibrated against the RMSE to produce a model 

which reflects the city network well.  

The comparison of modeling results in whole Stockholm transit network to the survey 

data suggest that the Elapsed wait time model is the most accurate model in terms of 

RMSE of travel time and travel distance. When it comes to the modeling of 10 OD-pairs 

at the center area of Stockholm, the Optimal Strategy is the best model in terms of RMSE 

of weighted average travel time, travel distance and in-vehicle travel distance. The later 

finding is considered as higher robustness, because the numbers of OD-pairs are equal 

between the model and the survey data, and the trips are short and analogously. These 

findings answered the second research question: “Which model is the one which could 

provide the closest modeling results to the Stockholm traffic data?”  

6.3. Conclusions and Directions for Future study 

Traffic modeling stands in an important role in traffic management and infrastructure 

investment. Despite the fact that public traffic marcosimulation models have been 

extensively researched in literature, very little of the researches have compared the 

modeling results to a life observation data. In this thesis, we presented theoretical 

overview of the current modeling approaches, analyzed their modeling results in small 

scale examples, and compare their modeling results in  middle and large scale network 

of Stockholm. The Stockholm transit network data have been extracted from the SL 

model on Visum and the extracted subset of the RES 05/06 survey data. 

The middle scale comparison of the Stockholm central area shows that the Optimal 

Strategy has the lowest RMSE of all the models. Therefore, the Optimal Strategy is the 

recommended model for modeling the center area of Stockholm. This study could give 

an initial suggestion for future studies of central area of large cities. The large scale 

comparison of the whole Stockholm urban area shows that the Elapsed wait time model 

provides the much less RMSE compared to other models. Therefore, Elapsed wait time 

is the suggested model for large scale modeling of large metropolitan area such as 

Stockholm.  

The 8 models have been run with the same setting of parameters. The parameters have 

been provided by SL Corporation and are assumed optimal. The two above conclusions 
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are valid with the existing parameters. Future work is needed to find the best parameter 

settings for each model in order to provide the best comparison of the models. The 

calibration could be carried out either manually or by using a proposed automatic 

calibration algorithm. The study has also been carried out without considering the 

impact of transit fare on travellers’ decisions. The transit fare should also be included in 

both framework and practice comparisons between the models.  
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